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EDITOR'S NOTES

The economic and educational futures of our nation are growing more and
more intertwined. American businesses are facing vast technological and
demographic changes while they try to compete in the global marketplace.
They have urgent needs for training to remain competitive.

At the same time, colleges are beginning to develop the mechanisms to
respond to this urgent training need. They arc customizing education and
delivering it by contract to local businesses, industries, and government. This
customized contract education is often referred to as customized training. At
no other time in its history, except during the establishment of the county
agent system in the late 1880s, has higher education in general, and commu-
nity colleges in particular, made such a concerted effort to accommodate busi-
ness and industry so directly by bringing customized education to the
doorsteps of their offices and factories.

Grubb and Stern (1989) found thc amount of ferment in this area
astounding, indicating I...)th the importance of this subject and thc level of cre-
ativity that educators and employers arc bringing to the effort. Thc recent
national study of customized training by the League for Innovation in the
Community College (Doucette. 1993) found that 73.2 percent of the respon-
dents (763 of the 1,042 two-year colleges responding) had programs in place
designed to deliver work force training for emplov s of business, industry,
labor, and government. This finding confirmul the emergence of community
colleges as important players in the training and retraining of America's work
force. Not only are these colleges well positioned geographically to respond to
local business, but thc development and flexibility of their customized train-
ing units promise a timely and appropriate response.

The response to external signals from business is causing internal reflec-
tion on and expansion of the community colleges mission. They are expand-
ing their notion of their markets to include learners who are fully employed in
the workplace. Historically, colleges were structured to deliver education to
yet-to-be-employed learners--the future work force. Today, demands from
outside the higher education community are causing colleges tt) expand the
continuum of learners to include the fully employed learner in the workplace
\lost colleges are not training faculty to teach all Along this continuum of
learners. Instead, they view fully employed learners as different from 'tradi-
tional'. students and have set up nontraditional programs and systems to
deliver customized training These initiatives arc relativel) new. According to
the League for Innovation in the Community College survey (Dolkette, I 001),
the majority have come into being within the last five years

Because programs arc still new. thew is not vet an abundance ol attire
about accepted practftes that can help administratots and faculty design and

7



2 CONDU( TING CUSTOMIZED WORN FORCE TRAINING

deliver customized trairing. And because the training is customized, future
standard practices may be few and far between. \\*hat does exist is often anec-
dotal information (Palmer, 1N01.

This volume represents a collection of information and research gathered
from some of the foremost leaders and practitioners in the field. It addresses
the practical considerations, programs, and strategies that come into play when
colleges engage in customized contract training for fully employed learners.
The first four chapters deal with managing the enterprise and the structure and
systems that expedite that process. The next five chapters provide discussions
and examples of exemplary practices and future suggestions for customized
contract training. The final chapter lists resources on customized contract
training. It is hoped the reader will glean ideas for application as well as
policy making in customized training.

Teaching the fully employed learner in the workplace requires consider-
ations that arc both similar to and different from those pertinent to teaching
the yet-to-be-employed, or traditional, student. In Chapter One, I explore the
differences. The adjustments that faculty must make when delivering cus-
tomized contract training to fully employed learners in the workplace are also
addressed. Several examples of faculty development activities that focus on this
subject are covered. In Chapter Two, James Jacobs and Debra Bragg share their
insights about the conceptual framework and elements that are important
when e aluatmg the outcomes of customized training. In Chapter Three,
Nancy Kothenbeutel and Conrad Dejardin address the impact of customized
training on the colleges internal operations, training, and perceptions. Often,
customized training is at the cutting edge of education and technology. How-
ever. in some institutions, these units are left on the edge and not fully inte-
grated into the mainstream. The authors address this issue. In order for the
prauitioners to remain at a state-of-the-art le\ el, they need to develop evalu-
ation and training systems Keeping track of the business side of customized
contract training is critical. The management of the information collected and
manipulated in customized contract training is addressed in Chapter Four by
Maureen II Ranier and Mike Snowden. They make many practical suggestions
lor setting up an effective management information system.

1 he next five chapters address specific strategies and programs In Chap-
ter Five. Iulie Bender and Larry D. (:arter explain the collaborative efforts
required of businesses 'I hey cite several examples across the country, includ-
ing the briefing center of the Aurora liconomic Development Council located
at their local community ollege (.hapier Six is devoted to the sublect ol work
force literacy and the new direolons in which it is going Bob Cumming
e \plains en \ ironmental Inelac and assessment In ( haptei !,even. lack N
\\ ismer chronk les exemplar\ training hr Ira& programs 1,.:Toss the country
that has been developed to help local business a, well traditional stUdents
bct oMe hotel piepaiekl loi international mildk In ( haptei light la( ques
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Bernier, Nancy Jackson, and David Moore address the techniques used to con-
duct a work force environmental assessment. Individual and group interviews.
climate surveys, advisory teams, and commitments by management are some
of the key elements utilized in the process. Chapter Nine addresses the fron-
tiers of the future. Cary A. Israel takes us on a visionary journey to where, hc
believes. customized training should be going in the future. We examine con-
sortia and research roles, learn about intergenerational service programs, and
embark on a training path of modernization and virtual reality.

Finally. in Chapter Ten, David Deekelbaum provides an annotated bibli-
ography of ERIC documents on customized contract training. These sources
cover a variety of topics, including the planning, promotion. management, and
evaluation of programs as well as the building of partnerships between colleges
and their communities.

As the education and economic futures of this nation become more inter-
twined, the need for customized training continues to gaw. Examples of the
extent and diversity of that customization are now being chronicled (for exam-
ple, Kantor. I QQ11. Community colleges that adapt to these needs will be well
positioned to provide this training. The American Society of Training and
Development reported a decade ago that QO percent of the nation's companies
did their own in-house training. Its I CN I survey showed that 50 percent of all
training of existing employees is now provided by external contractors
(Doucette. 1 00 31. This is an opportunity for community colleges.

In the process of anticipating and adapting to the expanding work force
training needs. community colleges will have to expand their missions to
include the fully employed learner in the workplace as a key market segment
This process will require not only a shift in thinking beyond the traditional stu-
dent but also risk and experimentation. Customized training units can exper-
iment by being incubators for innovation and catalysts for change for both the
businesses and the higher education institutions they serve. It is niy hope that
this volume provides readers and practioners with practical suggestions and
insights about how to manage the enterprise and carry out customized train-
ing in an exemplars lashion.

Sherric L Kantor
Editor
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Teaching the fully employed learner in the workplace requires
training and instructional strategies that are different from those
for teaching the vet-to-be-emploved learner on the traditional
college campus.

Training for Customized Training:
Learning to Teach the Fully
Employed Learner in the Workplace
Sherrie L. Kantor

The boundaries are beginning to blur between the college's more Traditional
mission of educating learners who are yet to be employed and its expanding
mission of educating fully employed learners in the workplace. Enlightened
colleges have begun to see the instructional role as a continuum with tradi-
tional students on one end and business clients who contract for the training
of their employees on the other end. Teaching across the continuum requires
training and. at the same ume, presents educators with a woraferful opportu-
nity to address a wider variety of subjects, settings. and audiences. Teaching
in work settings with fully employed learners not only can update faculty and
help keep them exposed to state-of-the-art information and technology but
also can serve as an important link to potential lobs for the more traditional or
yet-to-be-employed learner.

There are a growing number of faculty development programs that address
the skills needed for teaching at one end oi the continuum, the tradit.ional vet-
to-be-employed learner. However. tecent national and state studies 0<antor.
IQQI) have revealed little to no literature that addresses training for the skills
needed to teach the learners on the other end of the continuumthose in
business and industry

Furthermore. the sine\ of the I eague for Innovation in the Community
College (Doucette. '10011 indik ated that one of the biggest obstacles to deliv-
ering customized (.ontract training lor I 11 emplo\ ed learners was the lack of
esperient.ed trainers I he ,,Iirvey revealed that the malonte of tr,uning provided
used naditional methods such a, leoun and dis( ussion tiller than the cmerg-
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ing instructional technologies. The most common staffing pattern was to hire
trainers on a contract basis. While there are financial advantages to this pat-
tern, there are also disadvantages to the college. It deprives the college of state-
of-the-art information and leaves this important initiative at the periphery of
the institution. Participation in contract training by more permanent instruc-
tors integrates it into the mainstream where it can he a catalyst in influencing
curriculum.

Internships and Hiring Practices Help Expand Faculty
Teaching Horizons to Include Customized Training

o increase participation in contract training by full-time faculty it is necessary
to reexamine the institution's staffing pattern...; and remuneration systems as
well as its training and incentive systems. For example, Red Rocks Commu-
nity College in Goklen. Colorado. has experimented with faculty internships
in the customized training department. The vice president of instruction and
the customized training director have worlsed to make this option available to
full-time faculty, and they have done it ithin the existing structure.

At Central Piedmont Community College in North Carolina. reassignment
of -regular- faculty to customized training has begun. For example. they
assigned a regular husiness faculty member to corporate and continuing edu-
cation for one quarter. The main task was to refine and redevelop the process
of assessment and evaluation of business. The dev,Aopment ot such tools
strengthened customized training as well as the regular business curriculum.
The college is developing a lull-time customized faculty core with the exper-
tise to complement their client companies' needs and to coordinate the numer-
ous part-ume faculty and consultants who paruclpate m the training.

The Community College of Aurora. in Aurora. Colorado. hires full-ume
customized trainers and managers who have the credentials to teach in both
industry and the traditional classroom. While the majority of work is done in
industry, these faculty also teach one course each on the traditional end of the
commuum. These training managers with faculty contracts are prototypes of
luture faculty who, with training and institutional support, will be able to teach
all along the continuum. This versatility is critical in gaining institutional
acceptance oi the expanded mission.

Obtaining Training in Customized Training: A
Workshop in Partnership with Faculty Development

Partnering with fakult dcelopiuent professionals offers anothcr method loi
pitw iding training to interested Lkulty ustomized trainers at six ( olorado
communth colleges organized a tiaming ,e,,-aon on customized trammg for an
Intel national l,i ultv de\ elopment onleretwe in \all. olorado. in ink- f 001
Paint Tants weie Lit tilt\ and Lktilk development
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colleges within and outside the United States. This conference sparked the
interest and desire of faculty and faculty develor,,nent professionals to exam-
ine how they could learn to teach along a much broader continuum.

The workshop examined the similarities and differences in teaching the
yet-to-be-employed and the fully employed learner. Participants then
moved on to implications and strategies that faculty who wish to teach in
industry must consider. An active learning simulation exercise was used.
The faculty were asked to play the role of a customized trainer interview-
ing a company representative who is considering the purchase of cus-
tomized training from the college. The following are highlights of questions
considered and implications discovered in relation to the task of teaching
fully employed learners.

Student Considerations. The motivation of fully employed learners is
an aspect that must be addressed before implementation of training begins.
The learners may have chosen to attend the class or they may have been told
they must attend hy their employer It is highly recommended that the college
establish a training ccuncil of representatives from across the company before
assessment and training begins. When management lets the college establish
a cross-functional team of advisers in setting up the class, there is more of a
-buy in- by all parties and it is less likely that the students will feel the.) "have-
to be there

Fully employed learners often know one another well and this can affect
the dynamics of the class. Instructors need to acknowledge and plan activities
that consider this familiarity. such -I rotating seating and small group assign-
ments frequently. In addition, encouragement of oral or written communica-
tion with the instructor on an individual basis should be strongly end, iuraged.
If animosities or rivalries exist among co-workers, written messages give the
student a chance to have a more private and authentic dialogue. The instruc-
tor must use these strategies and others to establish trust and open communi-
cation.

Client Considerations. Another difference in teaching this populmion is
the presence of two clients: thc employees as a collective and the employer.
Again, the company training council can go a long way in establishing train-
ing on which all agree as well as procedures to be used in the delivery of train-
ing. For example, it should be made clear that privacy act laws prevent the
instructor horn posting grades or giving scores to anyone other than the stu-
dent. so the employer cannot have such information without student permis-
sion. Complaints about the class by students must be directed toward the
instructor and not the employer. II a complaint cannot be resolved, the train-
ing council, which contains a college representative, should be notified. The
college needs to be part of the loop when any problems arc detected College
representanves should also be notified if instructors have complaints. It needs
to be very clear to instructors that the company is a client ol the college and
not ol an individual instruttor. With good training and Lustomized state-ol-

1 3



8 CONDUCTING CUSTOMIZED WORK FORCE TRAINING

the-art subject matter, the instructor should be aware of the dual audience and
able to satisfy both employees and employers.

Subject Matter Considerations. The subject matter in customized train-
ing, by its very nature, is based on what the audience "needs to know.- This
point is important. All effort should be made to design instruction to coincide
with a formal or informal assessment of thc work force and the workplace. This
customization often includes examples and case studies or demonstrations
from the workplace. Relevance is kev. Application of theory is key. And adap-
tation to the industry is key

The outcomes must be measurable and what those outcomes entail
should be agreed on at the inception of the program. In addition, upper man-
agement and college personnel should agree on and commit to the expected
outcomes

The material must be customized to maximize the effectiveness of the
training and its relevance to the company that is purchasing the training. This
customization requires car.l'ul estimation of the cost of the instructional design
or choreography, a term coined by Israel (this volume). Such preparation must
he built into the price of the contract.

In addition, the instruction and delivery should be adapted to the learn-
ing styles of the individual and the company culture. Again, the use of the
training council along with learning style assessments will help reveal this
information.

Time and Place Considerations. The delivery of instruction must also
adapt to the work force schedule. This means that instructors must be willing
to deliver training at odd timcs to accommodate shifts and company priorities.
The college's project manager must also be willing to drop in at these odd times
to support the efforts. This support is critical. All too often college adminis-
trators whose colleges work around the clock do not accommodate their own
schedules to acknowledge and support those who work other than the hours

'of nine to live. Their presence at a five o'clock in the morning shift speaks vol-
umes to company officials and employees as well as to the faculty.

Company schedules may require material to be eoncentrated, compressed,
videotaped, individualized, and delivered in a manner other than that of a ten-
or fifteen-week model. A variety of instructional modes may be employed,
such as day-long workshops, fiber optic networks, virtual reality simulations,
one-to-one consultations, or interactive television. 1his approach requires fac-
ulty who are trained or are willing to be trained to deliver education using
these technologies.

Sometimes, development and delivery require a rapid re:.9onse. instruc-
tors will need to be flexible, knowledgeable, and capable of designing courses
in a short period of time They may be asked to participate in preemployment
t raining % here the college conducts screening for start-up or existing training
like that done at Pueblo communit \ College (Zeiss, I 089 I. Administrators
must be willing to cut red tape so that they can proeeed ithout beneaucratic

14
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bog-downs Policies and systems may have to be reevaluated and changed so
that they are relevant, expedient, and timely and still accomplish academic
integrity. Anthony Zeiss. presidem of Central Piedrnont Community College,
advises, "If the system gets in the way, change the system!" (personal commu-
nicationAugust 31, 1g931.

Instructional resources must be readily available to accommodate cus-
tomization in a relatively short period of time This may require assigning a
substitute to allow the classroom teacher with the expertise the time to research
and design a class. The payback can be great for both traditional and nontra-
ditional classrooms. Resources must also be available to purchase state-of-the-
art materials to deliver just-in-tune customized education. Again, the payoff
works to the advantage of education and business.

Because 50 percent of most customized training ts conducted on .SIte
kpotIcette. I g) 31, modifications to the setting may he needed. The training
may require ingenuity and flexibilit from the instructor Makeshift flip charts
may be needed. A conference room or shop floor may become a classroom,
or a seldom-used warehouse corner may suffice for a much needed demon-
stration. \Vhde flexibility is important, balance is also required. The instruc-
tor must balance the quality of instruction \\ ith the accommodation 11 there
IS too much visual obstruction or the noise level is too high, the instructor
will need to inform officials and explain how the site too greatly t.ompromises
the experience. The same is true of time. Asking students to learn too much
too fast, to Slt too long, or to forego assessment can jeopardize effectiveness.
The instructor and college need to be forthright about their desire to deliver
a quality produu that will result in the desired, successful outcome for the
company

Company space offers opportunnies as well It exposes faculty to state.01-
the-art technology and information not always available III such an applied
way It contributes to faculty and student transfer of theory to practice This
relevance and application should be built into the instructional design.

Other Training Possibilities and Suggestions

Shadowing of customized trainers hy full-time faculty and mentoring by cus-
tomized trainers are two more wa\ s to increase lull-time lacultvs awareness of
;md exposure to this work Ihe shadowing and mentoring should go both
wa\ s. (.:ustomized trainers could shadow full-time faculty as well.

.leam teaching is another strategy that could be tried. ror example. the com-
bination ot a full-tune faculty member In communications with a customized
trainer doing a team exercise for a business would offer both insights

Partnerships with Judi\ Iduals iesponsible for faculty development pro-
grams can he of great assistance Me approval and lni in b this group can
be extremely valuable I his strateg ensures that la..ultv \ an be trained to teach
all long the institi. nonal (ontinuum III a ',\stt.'111,111( Iafiioii
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Similarities with On-Campus Instruction

All of the training cliaracteristics and suggestions mentioned above distinguish
customized training from more traditional settings. situations. and delivery
styles. While these differences, and strategies for accommodating them, have
been addressed. \\ hat have not been addressed are the similarities between cus-
tomized training of fully employed learners and teaching of yet-to-be-
employed learners. There arc far more similarities than differences. Students
in both kinds of settings are, after all, learners, and learning theories that max-
imize adult learning experiences apply to all of these students. The principles
for designing instruction apply to both kinds of settings. In all situations. spa-
tial considerations are part of the planning. The handling of interaction with
and inquiry by students inside and outside ol the classroom still, of course.
occurs for both, as does the rewarding experience of watching students mas-
ter something new. Faculty need not be intimidated by the differences. With
training, whether through mentoring, interning, or a more formal workshop.
interested instructors can join in this exciting work. Careful attention to the
considerations, implications, and strategies can help ease the transition into
customized training experiences If policies encourage it, administrators cre-
ate structures that allow it, and training systems develop to facilitate u. more
faculty will be able to broaden the continuum along which they teach.

Conclusion

As the mission of community colleges expands to educate learners all along
the continuum, including those who are full employed, the colleges will need
to prepare their work force to accommodate that mission The extent to which
a higher education institution engages in training its work force to work in cus-
tomized training and to expand faculty ability to teach all along a continuum
will depend on the institution's commitment to work force training. From com-
mitment will come the resources. creativity. and motivation needed to train the
work force within as well as outside the college. This commitment is critical
to carrying out the expanded mission of economic development. c.learl, the
training will have to be customized to accommodate each college: it is hoped
that this chapter provides insights about the need for this training and strate-
gies that might be considered by those who attempt to pursue it
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The conceptual framework described here provides a schema to
categorize variables and elements to conduct systematic program
evaluation and maintain records that demonstrate the accountabil-
ity of the two-year postsecondary institution's customized training
programs.

The Evaluation of Customized
Training

James Jacobs, Debra Bragg

The purpose of this chapter is to present a new conceptual model for evalua-
tion of customized training. By now, most community colleges are performing
some type of customized training activity. Yet, for all of this activity, the
attempts to evaluate, as opposed to describe, the arca of customized activity
are still not well developed It is critical that institutions involved in customized
training develop tools for assessing how this activity contributes to their over-
all missions.

Overview of the Framework

1 he conceptual framework was developed to describe the key components of
customized training. The framework provides a schema for categorizmg sets
of variables and elements that can be used to (11 conduct systematk program
evaluation of customized training, with the goals of improving programs and
assessing impact and (21 develop and maintain records that demonstrate the
accountability of the two-year postsecondary institution's customized training
programs.

I he colic eptual framework contains sets of variables associated with con-
text process. and outcomes. Me level and scope of detail of information
needed to collect data for each set of vanables depend on the nature ol cus-

tomized training program and the purpose of that evaluation. The set!, ol vari-
able!, are broken down into illustrattve element t. to help provide a com-
pichenive cle,cription ol information that can bc collected to describe the
nature. extent. and impact of ceNomi:-..ed training I wine 2 1 provIdes an
overview of the mator (ategorie,, of variable, designated as context. procc!,s,
and ouR oinc, m the conceptual framework

1,1
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Context for Cvstornized Training

Context reflects th; characteristics of states, communities, institutions, and
clients that influence the way in which customized training processes are car-
ried out (see Table 2.1). Further, the sets of variahles associated with context
help describe the environment for customized training as well as give per-
spective to understanding the out;omes that accrue to individuals, firms and
agencies, and clients: to two-vear postsecondary institutions as service
providers: and to society as a whole as a result of customized training. This
part ol the conceptual framework helps us to understand the array of charac-
teristics within the environment of and the context for customized training.

I he context for customized training is viewed as composed of three cate-
gories of variables: economic environment, educational institutions and sys-
tems. and employee and employer characteristics. Each of these sets of
contextual variables consists of elements that describe the environment in
which customized training is conducted

Economic Environment. ficonomic environment is the first set of con-
textual variables. Economic environment identifies the past, current, and pro-
iected future conditions of the international, national, state, and local
economies. This set ol variables provides a description of the economic setting
in which customized training is conducted. The conceptual Iramework pro-
poses that four sets of illustrative elements related to economic environment
he evaluated. Me lirst set consists of indicators ol international, national, state,
and local economic conditions, such as international, national, state and local
unemployment rates: trends in gross national product; local business volume:
and national, state, and local average mcome levels.

Table 2.1. Contextual Variables for Fivaluation of Customized Training
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Government policies and programs in the area of economic development
are the second set of elements related to the economic environment. This cat-
egory of elements provides information about the specific federal. state, and
local policies and programs employed to stimulate the economy Job training
programs funded at the federal or state level, such as the lob Training Part-
nership Act or its state-level equivalents, are examples of programs designed
to stimulate economic development through improvements in work force com-
petence. When collecting information regarding government economic devel-
opment policies and programs, it is important to identify the purpose and
scope of each of the various strategies used. It is also critical to determine in
what ways the strategies may he competing or conflicting, thereby impeding
opportunities for economic development. For example, a strategy to attract
new business for an area may conflict with the policies to retain present firms.

The third and fourth sets of elements identified in association with the eco-
nomic environment are characteristics of the state and local community. Sim-
ilar information needs to be collected in relationship to these two entities. 'This
information includes the demographic characteristics of the populations, types
of dominant businesses and industries, labor supply, and work force skill lev-
els It is important to examine trends in these data to determine how the eco-
nomic environment of specific states and communities has changed over
previous years and is likely to change in the future.

Educational Institutions and Systems. The second set of variables iden-
tified as part of the context for customized training is the area of educational
institutions and systems. This set of variables describes the past, current, and
future state of educational systems and the characteristics of two-year post-
secondary institutions and customized training units within them. This cate-
gory of variables examines the scope and purpose of the various educational
tnstitutions and systems in relationship to economic development and cus-
tomized training.

Hie first set of illustrative elements identified as part of educational instt-
tutions and systems is described as the policies, programs, and practices of
educational systems. The category ol educational systems refers to the federal-,
state-. and local-level systems of public or private educational organizations at
the secondary and postsecondary levels. Examples of the information that
needs to be analyzed in the area of educational systems and economic devel-
opment include the missions, philosophical perspectives. historical involve-
ment, administrative structures, leadership commitment, and span of control
of the educational systems in relationship to economic development and.
more specifically, customized training. It is useful to examine the ways in
which the missions and goals of educational systems conflict or compete in
meeting economic development goals.

The second set of elements associated w it Ii educational institutions and
systems is characteristics of the two-year postsecondary educational institu-
tions' policies. programs. and practices Lxample:, of information that needs to

21
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be collected about two-year postsecondary institutions are the level of leader-ship commitment to customized training within the institution; the nature ofdecision-making processes concerning customized training (for example, cen-tralized, decentralized, or integrated); the level of support for customized train-ing from departments across the college (for example, hroad-based or narrow-based support): the nature of mission statements. including focus on economicdevelopmem; and the level of institutional flexibility enabling customizedtraining programs to be responsive to the needs of external clients.The third set of elements describes the customized training unit. Exam-ples of information that is needed to help describe context in this area are theadministrative and organizational structure of the customized training unit;leadership commitment to meeting economic development objectives; and theresponsiveness of the unit's internal policies, practices. and programs in meet-ing client needs. It is also important to determine a unit's internal organiza-tional structure and processes (for example. design, development, andimplementation) in order to understand the ways in which external clientneeds are identified and addressed.

Employee and Employer Characteristics. The third set of contextualvariables concerns information about employees and their employers as exter-nal clients of customized training programs. This set of variables constitutesthe characteristics of individuals, private sector organizations, public sectoragencies, and other types of institutions that receive customized training prod-ucts and services in exchange for payments to the two-year postsecondaryinstitutions.
The first set of elements associated with employee and employer charac-teristics is the characteristics of individual clients (that is. employees). This cat-egory of illustrative elements provides an overall description of the nature ofindividual employees who are typically served in customized training pro-grams. Examples of information needed in relation to employees are age. edu-cational level, and occupational level. In addition to this Information, it isimportant to obtain an understanding of the general nature of the Joh perfor-mance deficiencies of employees in order to design a relevant training program.The second set of illustrative elements related to employee and employercharacteristics is the characteristics of organizational clients (that is. employ-ers). 1 his set ol elements provides a description of public and private organi-zations that have htstorically sought and are currently seeking customizedtraining. Examples of the type of information that would be collected in rela-tionship to this set of elements mclude the types or businesses, industries, orpublic agencies: the size of firms or agencies; the types of occupationsemployed in the work force, the types of technologies utilized: the level ofinvolvement of labor unions: and the general nature of work force skill requIre-wilts

irmallx, a tlurd ol Illustrative elements is the relationship between o-veal postsek ondarv institutions and external clients. lt is important to obtain

')
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information about both the historical and the present nature of relationships
that exist between institutions and clients in the delivery of any training or
education services, especially customized training. Within this set of elements,
it is also important to discern the scope and nature of these prior and current
partnerships. Examples of the information that is needled include descriptions
of partnerships that have occurred. assessments ol the quality and effective-
ness of previous partnerships, and the level of cooperation and coordination
associated with previous and current partnerships. Without doubt, the his-
tory of the partnerships affects current and future customized training pro-
grams.

Customized Training Process

The customized training process involves the entire scope of admmistranve
and operational subprocesses involved in producing and delivering the vari-
ous customized training approaches tsee 'fable 2 21. 1.hrough the subprocesses
dor example. designing, developing, and evaluating), i. ustomized training pro-
grams evolt e It is necessary to understand these subprocesses to determine
their importance in producing customized training programs and to assess the
relationship of process to outcomes The customized training process in its
most rudimentary lorm is composed of three sets of variables that form the
components of the customized training process

Client Needs Assessment. The first variable identifies client needs as the
starting point for the customized training process. Client needs may be iden-
tified by the employer or through a formal needs assessment activit. Of ten .
clients do not know the extent and nature ol the training needs of their
employees and rely heavily on the institutions to identify and design cus-

Table 2.2. Process Variables for Evaluation of Customized Training
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tomized training programs that will enable them to reach desired goals like
increased productivity and profits. The intent of identifying client needs is to
recognize employee performance deficiencies that require remediation through
an education or training program (see Cumming, this volime; Bernier, Jack-
son. and Moore, this volume, for more on assessment).

Customized Training Subprocesses. The second set of process variables
identifies the phases of dekelopment of customized training, defined in this
conceptual framework as the customized training subprocesscs. It is impor-
tant to obtain an understanding of the way in which these subproasscs are
executed to produce particulir approaches to customized training. These sub-
processes are negotiation and contracting, job analysis. design and develop-
ment, implementation, evaluation, and administration.

It is important to collect information related to the relevance, efficiency,
and cost of execution of the various subprocesses. Through data collection
activities, institutions can identify ways in which subprocesses produce cus-
tomized training programs that result in specific outcomes for individual
employees. employers, educational institutions. and society. These data can
also help two-year institutions structure internal organizational and adminis-
trative processes to facilitate efficient delivery of customized training programs.

Customized Training and Education Approaches. The third set ol
process variables includes the customized training and education approaches
that evolve from the six subprocesses. These approaches are groupecl into four
categories: client-driven and custom-designed training courses, modification
of training or education courses, alternative delivery of training courses, and
training courses for special populations. They can be used independently or
jointly to describe many activities identified as part of customized training.

When obtaining information about the various customized training and
education approaches, it is important to establish a set of criteria that can be
used to determine tile overall quality ol the programs from the perspective of
the stakeholders. in this case. the external client, as well as the two-year post-
secondary institutions Criteria that can be used to deternnne the quality of
customized training include originality, appropriateness, job relevance, speci-
ficity, comprehensiveness, flexibility, responsiveness, accuracy, timelinessmd
cost benefits.

Outcomes of Customized Training

Fit-Lilly, outcomes are associated with the various target groups for customized
training (sec I able 2.11 !he framework identifies the specific types of out-
comes that are likely to occur for individuals, firms and agencies, educational
institutions or s stems, and societ a, a consequence of high-quality c us-
tomized training programs. wining a better understanding ol the wil)s iii
which customized training influences these outcomes is important I lie ol

outc omes vai iables att.. Lale12,01ized ds lollo s.
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Table 2.3. Outcomes Variables for Evaluation of Customized Training

omcN w Illuso at ik C Ehlueuis

Individual employee

Employer 0111,0111C.t

Industry 0111i01nes
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Competence development
Fnlancial rewar.1
Career deelopment or advancement
Job ,iatisfaction

Productivity and profits
Stabihtv
Expansion
Adaptabilit
Employee morale

hendits among similar firms in productivity
and profits. stability. expansion. adaptability, and
employee morale

Profit
Change in two-year institution programs. policies and

practices
hange in relationships hetween two-year in.titutions
and clients

Fa:OrlOtilli development
Quality of life

Individual Employee Outcomes. The first set of outcomes variables is
described as individual employee outcomes. These outcomes variables may
occur for individual employees as a result of their participation in customized
training programs. The first set of illustrative elements within employee out-
comes is in the area of competence development, including competencies in
academic, technical, and managerial areas. The second set of illustrative ele-
ments describes individual employee outcomes in terms of financial reward,
including higher wages and better benefits

The third set of e.ements relates to employees opportunities for career
development or advancement and alternative or improved employment oppor-
tunities as a result of involvement in customized training programs. Finally,
the fourth set of elements relates to job satisfaction. Information collected
about job satisfaction can provide a means of determining the ways in which
customized training influences individual employee satisfaction with a job or
overall employment situation Customized training may also increase the abil-
ity of the Iwo-year institution to act as an arm of government to respond to the
interests ol business and thereby respond to major constituerk les in the Lom-
munity In this way. customized training can become a component in th,_ over-
all human resources strategy of government

Employer Outcomes I he second set of outtome vat fables is asso(laicd
with the einployet I:valuation information is needed regarding this secotul ti -
egory of outi.omes vat table,. to obtain an undo standing ()I the benefits dui
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accrue to private firms, public agencies, and other client organizations as a
result of customized training programs. The first sct of elements relates to the
area of enhanced productivity and profits for the organization. It is important
to determine the ways in which customized training contributes to productiv-
ity and profits. including the ways in which the collectrx improvenlent of
employee competence and productivity influence production levels, the ways
internal inUning costs are lowered by using two-year institutions to deliver cus-
tomized training, and the changes in competitive position resulting from cus-
tomized training programs.

Another important element of employer outcomes is the stability of
employer organizations within particular communities, states, or regtons of the
country. Information about changes in the competence of the work force,
turnover rates. or productivity levels related to customized training programs
is important. A third element associated with employer outcomes is expansion
ol business and industry This element identifies the extent to which economic
growth for particular firms or agencies can be related to customized training.

Similarly, the fourth element identifies the area ol adaptability, including
the ability of a firm or agency to meet the needs of its identified client groups.
It is important to determine the extent to wh h firms and agencies have
increased flexibility to delb or different products and services as ,1 result of their
employees' participation in customized training. The filth element associated
with employer outcomes is employee morale. I his element provides evidence
of the collective attitudes of employees toward the employer and the overall
work environment. Any changes in employee morale, such as reductions in
complaints or adversities, that result from customized training programs are
important to identify to better understand employer outcomes.

Industry Outcomes. This third set of outcomes is associated with busi-
ness's and industries that are grouped due to their proximity. sinulanty in pur-
pose or partnership relationships. Small business supplier relationships that
exISt \. uh larger industrial firms are an example of the natwe ol the organiza-
tions addressed witli this set ol outcomes. Generally, the set of elements asso-
ciated with employer outcomesproductivity and profits. stability, expansion .
adaptability. and moraleprovide a means of describing the outcomes lor
groups of business and industrial firms as well

Educational Institution or System Outcomes. I he fourth set ol out-
comes variables relates to changes in the two-year postsecondary educational
Institution or system as as result ol the involvement In offering customized
training to external clients l'he first set ol elements that describes the educa-
tional institutions or systems is associated with prol it. specifically, the revenues
that institutions receive I rom subsidized or nonsubsidized programs.

I he second 'Net ol elements surrounds the area ol change in two-year post-
secondary educational institutions. or s stems policies, programs, or prac tices
in relationship to their involvement in c ustomized training I.xamples ol iiifoi
matiaii needed whiled to tlus set al elements ale khan gcs in '.t.illmg i, uit i ula.
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enrollments, joh placement services for graduates. institutional missions.
respoit.,iveness to community needs, and relationships to private and public
organizations within communities, states. and regions of the country

A third set of elements associated with educational institution and system
outcomes is related to the changes that occur in the relationships between two-
year postsecondary institutions and external clients. It is important to deter-
mine whether customized training stimulates improvements in the types of
partnerships that occur between institutions and clients involved in the pro-
grams. Examples of information that could be used to identity positive changes
in relationships include evidence of increased enrollment of employees of
external client organizations in other, traditional programs offered by two-year
institutions: heightened involvement of employees of external client otgantza-
lions in curriculum development and improvement. eflortst priority hiring for
graduates of two-year postsecondary programs: increases in internships or
apprenticeships for two-year postsecondary students: and increases in equip-
ment donations.

Societal Outcomes. The first set of outcomes variables examines the ben-
efit of customized training to society as a whole. The intent of this set of out-
comes is to identify outcomes pertinent to individual citizens, communities,
and states. Within the area of societal outcomes, it is important to identify ele-
ments of economic .:onclitions of the community and state that may be influ-
enced by the customized training programs provided by two-year institutions.
Information collected in relationship to economic condition can he used to
describe changes in the local, state, or regional economy that can potentially
he attributed to cus:tomized training programs. Examples of these elements are
property values, community support for education. econonnc growth eco-
nomic stability, employment rates, local business volume, tax rates. average
salary levels. percentage of the conimunity living on public assistance, and ser-
vices provided for specific companies (that is. inducement programs).

Finally, a second set of elements related to societal outcomes describes
information related to changes in the quality of life for citizens in a particular
community or state wh,:a customized training is conducted Although these
elements are difficult to measure, they are important to examine in order to gain
an understanding of the impact of customized training on society as a whole.
Examples of information that could he collected to assist in describing quality
of life are the changes that occur in social climate, political stability, environ-
mental services, government services, law enforcement, infrastructures, school
systems. and overall enhancement of the skilled work force in the communuy

Conclusion: Toward a National Role
for Customized Training

In the original formulation of the above model. thew was lit lc role for c alu-
anon of cus.tomized training as part of a national progran lot uot k force
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development. However, with the advent of President Clinton's administra-
tion. there appears to be a new interest in the federal agenda for community
colleges. A document prepared by the transition team for the administration
introduced the concept of a national associate's degre,2. At the National Insti-
tute of Standards acid Technology, there is increasing recognition ol the role
of community colleges m the formation of the Manufacturing Extension Pro-
gram. a federal attempt to modernize small- and medium-size firms. Finally,
in the legislation calling for the development of national skill standards, there
is language relating to the role of community colleges in the development of
these standards (for a discussion of these developments. see Dervarics,

cy.) 3).

These activities raise an important new perspective for community college
practitioners. Where once :-,uccess wa:, measured by the work within one
industry, or. even more minutely. with one firm, now the measurement must
be how well the aggregate training offered through the community colleges
serves to maintain and strengthen the base of American industry.

At this time, we have no easy way to perform this type of evaluation. How-
ever, a few general points can he made regarding the performance of the com-
munity colleges: (1) Successful community colleges \\ ill be those that can work
together with other work force development institutions to aid their clients.
(21 Successful community colleges will be those that can work with other com-
munity colleges in offering a system of services to firms. (31 Successful com-
munity colleges will bc those that recognize that the delivery of classroom
training is only one aspect of work force developnlent from a national per-
spective

In large part. training must be embedded in the general process of
modernization. This means that community colleges need to engage in assess-
ment ol firms, aid in achieving technical knowledge on process and product .
and contribute to many other areas that heretofore have not been part of the
activities of these colleges. It also means that some oI the skilled training and
development is best pe formed on-site b.( the workers themselves. The role of
the community collegc will be the hub of the learning process. wherever it
occurs

[hese are only beginning stages as the federal agenda begins to develop.
They assume that customized training will remain a function ol the commu-
nity colleges as part of their self-definition. .1 hey also assume that the colleges
as a group have a role today in the national agenda. rhis is not a closed ques-
tion ( ommumt colleges arc products of local conditions, typically run b
local boards of trustees who see their communities' needs as paramotmt. rot
community colleges to be successful in the national arena, the need to take
seriously the national issue of ork force development and determine how as
.1 system they can best intervene I hen this activit. emerging out of the w ork
over the past fifteen \ ears. w ill become 111t: opening lor a real national agenda
ol the ,onmiunit\ colleges iii then e\ olution s institutions
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Although customized training programs are often at the cutting
edge of-education and technology. customized training units are
not always fully integrated into the mainstream of the colleges'
int,Tnal operations.

Contract Training: Avoiding the
Rodney Dangerfield Syndrome by
Practicing Good Internal Marketing
Nancy Kothenbeutel, Conrad Dejardin

From our perspectives, Rodney DangerfieldS "I don't get no respect- theme
applies to the community services and continuing education function of the
community college as much as, from the perspective of others, it applies to the
customized training function, or what can be called contract training or eco-
nomic developmem Furthermore, there are a number of arguments presented
in this volume to support our belief that the contract training function belongs
in the community services and continuing education unit of the community
college. So while this volume is intended to address the contract training func-
tion, we address internal relationships from a broader perspective.

I he assigned topic of our chapter surprised us. When we sat down to dis-
cuss how we would approach the topic, we kept asking each other. Why, after
all this time, is the matter of respect lor adult and community education still
an issue? A comprehensive community college consists ol three divisions:
community services and continuing education, arts and sciences, and voca-
tional technical education Either we as professionals believe in the compre-
hensive community college or we do not. Il we do, then we must acknowledge
that all divisions of the community college have value. I we do not, then we
should reevaluate our commitment to the philosophy of the community
college.

It is our contention that the issue of respect as professionals is a lar greater
issue internally than externally. Our external customers assume w c are profes-
sionals Business and industr arc lar more concerned about receiving top-
quality. easily accessible education and training at a price they can allord than

\ 11 I., I
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they are about our status within our institutions. Our more traditional students
want the same thing. Why then are community services and continuing edu-
cation administrators more conscious of how they arc perceived internally than
are other administrators of major divisions within the college?

Ireland. Smydra. and Tucker (19881 cited a 1Q87 national survey of com-
munity services and continuing education administrators and presidents in
noting that. "Over the last few years the status ol the community services and
continuing education function, in terms of prominence and impact, had
increased in (ILK, of the institutions and was maintained in another 21';,, of the
responding colleges- (pp. 2-11. It sometimes seems as though we fail to believe
what we are told. Could it be that we are our own worst enemies? Perhaps it
is time to ask ourselves. "Is it them, or is it us?-

History and Mission of Community Services and
Continuing Education

In "A Policy Statement of the National Council on community Services and
Continuing Education,- Ireland. Smydra, and 'Fucker t1Q88. pp 5t)1 defined
community services and continuing education as follows:

HMI LOI111111.1I1II h.12,e [unction that got', beyond tr.khnonal vot.anonal.
and general cduk anon to (-Heti lifelong learning ol the general itizenrv

ommunit% -Ner L. and lontinuing eduk anon ILI, ,6 it.. nalor omponent.,
literat Le naming and tenanting. k enrichment, and ll,1111111.11111

development All tottNe... progiam. and at mutt-, provided to Imple-
ment the vai ott.. Lomponent. h.o.e their ohte. live imparting knowledge. do el-
oping clanlvmg ',due, I he appro.'. h or deli cr 'node 1, one that
enable. the nt to AkeS qualit pioei.iilt.. and needed tompetent I.. an
tune. an plat and in a tonnat thm hlend, edn,. anon \Nitlt \1/4ork and let-Aire time
pni,int- throughout hle Implementation i.iiie.t otidt penmemation
and ommunit Olhd,Or.illOn iii lb,' ,11111111110 i.i. ithIll .11Id

111,* lli,111t1110I1

Ako in 1988. the (. onnmsston on the 1-uture ol ( ommunity ollegcs outlined
academic goals lor conimunny colleges throughout the nation One ol those
goals is that the ommuna o'llege should make availahlc to adult, a ni. h
arra of short term and continuing cdu( at ion courses to encourage lifelong
learning and help students mcci their so, ial. 1\1( and dateer ohhg'ation.:
iCommission on the Future of ( onmunutv 1oss. p 151 In addition.
the c. ommis-Aon stated that "c\ei v s. ommunity (.ollege should work \\ ith
employer!, to de\ clop a progi am of iccurrent cduk anon to heep the \\ nnl.. lor.e
up-to-datc ,md ell-eduLatcd !-,14.11 a st Luc* should het ome an integral pan
of ,In\ vc.,230mkt k,,,,outomik. de\ elopmem plogram k p 211
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The community services and continuing education professional has been
involved in training, retraining, and upgrading the work force for many years.
The two aforementioned documents helped reinforce the idea that contract
training is a legitimate community college function. They gave new credence
to the activity of contracting with a particular industry to provide training to
meet specific company goals and objectives. as opposed to more general learn-
ing for the "public good.- This legitimacy was further reinforced by Maiuri
10Q3, p. 71: "A well educated and trained NA.orkforce can assist a community

in its ability to attract new business and, more important, can assist in the
retention and expansion of existing business and industry- That many states
have enacted legislation to support economic development through job train-
ing has supported increased activity in the area of contract training through
the community college.

Pros ision of contract training is not enough. The services must be effec-
tive. The Iowa Department of Education t lgg I studied thc impact of cus-
tomized training within the state of Iowa and found that the businesses and
industries that utiltzed contract training services provided through the com-
munity colleges were overwhelmingly pleased with the quality of these ser-
vices. That same study concluded, "The continuing education programs offered
through Iowa's community colleges have had a significant impact on economic
development strategies and the overall quality of life currently enjoyed by Iowa
citizens- p. 8)

Contract Training and Organizational Structure

As prolessiomds in the field, our place in the organizational hierarchy impacts
both our perceptions ol ourselves and the perceptions of our colleagues about
us No other division within the community college system has had such an
impact. either lor better or worse, on the image of the college within the com-
munity. Business and industry, both large and small, spend thousands of dol-
lars on upgrading the skills ol their work for:es. They expect, and deserve, to
receive the highest quality education for the dollars they spend. A positive rela-
tionship with the businesses and industries who spend their training dollars
w mmli the communit \ college can pay rich dividends. It can enhance the per-
ception of the college in general and perhaps even generate credit enrollments.
A negative relationship can be difficult. if not impossible. to overcome

A It-NI study conducted fw the I,eague lor Innovation in the Community
ollege identified obstacles laced II\ those responsible for contract truning

within the community college system (Doucette. I QL) 3). Lack of financial sup-
port was the most commonl tied mafor obstacle in providing work force
trainmg Another obstacle. identified as minor, was the lack of recognition and
support internally particulark lrom the fac ult \ It is our contention that these
obstacles ,m be 0\ cf., lw offering contra( m mrammiimu .; seivic es through an
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existing division within the college. By offering this training through an exist-
ing division, the function is enhanced by the fact that there is an organizational
structure in place to provide adequate support, both human and fiscal.

In addition, by placing the contract training function within an existing
unit, the rest of the institution is better able to understand how this training
function is organized, funded, implemented, and evaluated. A lack of under-
standing in this area may lead others within the institution to question the
quality of the contract training. It may also lead to thc perception that contract
training diverts scarce resources from the rest of the institution. This percep-
tion can prove disastrous to internal marketing efforts.

A separate unit, even if it reports directly to the chief executive officer
(CEO). may lack both financial as well as faculty support. It may also lack the
support of other administrators within the institution. Finally, the positioning
of contract training services as part of an existing unit's operation lessens the
impact of the possibly tenuous nature of that particular type of programming
effort. For example, thc management-by-objectives movement was very strong
a number of years ago. yet it is not at all in vogue today The same concept may
apply to the current quality movement and the terminology that applies to it.
No one would question the quality movement, the need for quality in business
and industry (or education for that matter). However, some of that terminol-
ogy may exist for a period of time and then fade away in favor of some more
popukir concept, terminology, or movement. Contract training should he posi-
tioned in such a way that it becomes an integral and ongoing part of the ser-
vices offered by the community college and thus less subject to the ebb and
flow of social fads.

The commumty services and continuing education program. the arts and
sciences program. and the vocational technical program that make up the pri-
mary divisions of the community college system provide stability for the con-
tract training function. It behooves us to attach to those existing units new
educational programs that result from our efforts to respond to community
needs. It is clear that contract training services for business and industry
should be attached to the existmg unit that has the most experience in work-
ing directly with business and industry, and that is most flexible in its ability
to respond. That unit is the community services and continuing education
unit. Most community colleges appear to recognize that fact. The aforemen-
tioned study by the l.eague for Innovation in die Community College found
that over Ol) percent (Doucette, 1093. p. iv of the customized training pro-
grams operating in the community colleges surveyed were administered by the
dean or director of comniumty services and continuing education

At Eastern Iowa ommumty College District, contract training began in
earnest in I Q85. Hie responsibility for this training was assumed by those mdi-
viduals within the community services and continuing education division w ho,
prioi to that time. had been responsible for noncredit offerings to the general
public in die areas of business. trade nd industry. and management The Bust-
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ness and Industry Center was established as a separate department within the
community services and continuing education division. This division reports
to an executive director. who reports to thc CEO.

At Eastern Iowa Community College District, contract training is expected
to he financially self-sufficient, which is defined as the capability of covering
all the direct costs of instructors and materials as well as the indirect costs of
professional staff who coordinate and implement the program, support staff.
office supplies. and marketing. This self-sufficiency is achieved through fees
for service Any dollars generated in excess of these base expenses are returned
to the general fund for use by the institution as a whole.

Contract training at Eastern Iowa Community College District is evaluated
in a number of ways. Every student has the opportunity to evaluate both
course content and the instructors at the conclusion of any program of study.
The results of these evaluations are taken very seriously hy program coordi-
nators and influence the content of future courses as well as instructor selec-
tion. In addition. program coordinators work closely with the contracting
industry in curriculum development to ensure that there is mutual agreement
between Eastern Iowa Community College District and the industry on course
goals and objectives. Contact is maintained with the contracting industry
throughout the training program. Eastern Iowa Community College District
contract training staff want to know whether or not behavioral changes are
observed on the job. In other words. are program participants using what they
learned? Follow-up is clone on an informal basis alter the training concludes
to gauge the lasting effects of the training.

Finally, at Eastern Iowa Cc,mmunity College District, close attention is paid
to repeat business Customers who feel positive about the services they
received come hack

Another example of how a training program for business and industry can
develop through the community services and co'innuing education unit of the
community college occurred at Iowa Valley Community College District. When
a major manufacturing company announced its intention to consolidate two
of its plants either in Marshalltown. Iowa, site of its Plant A. or another city in
another midwestern state where it operated Plant B. or possibly in a different
location altogether. the mayor of Marshalltown created a task force to work on
devising ways to encourage the company to select Marshalltown as the site.
The selection would mean the ackhnon of five hundred to SIN hundred jobs to
the Marshalltown work force, and certainly a major boost to the economy of
tills central Iowa community of twenty-five thousand.

Hie mayor asked the community college vice president lor community
ervices and continuing education to serve on this task force, knowing that the

new workers would require extensive training, and knowing that any cow pany
making a decision on reloLation would certainl review the quality of educa-
tion at that new location I he community ser\ and continuing education
record of communit involvement demonstrated responsiveness and expert.
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ence in providing education and training programs for business and industry,
and the well-being of the community in general was certainly a factor in this
appointment.

Fifteen to twenty community leaders worked cooperatively to develop an
economic incentive package that obviously, in the end. helped to persuade the
company officials to select Marshalltown as the site for their consolidation. The
cornimmity college's community services and continuing education part of this
package included a 53 million training program funded through the Iowa
industrial New Jobs Training Program.

The vice president of community services and continuing education called
on the college's business development center and the associate dean for busi-
ness assistance services to develop the actual training program. Working with
the manufacturing company's CEO and human resources director, a complete
training program was developed, which will be conducted over a three-year
period. Approximately one-half of the project will include on-the-job training,
and the other half will he what is referred to as hard tvaining (in the classroom
or laboratory, at the college, or on-site). Individual training plans will be devel-
oped for each new employee. The college will add the position of coordinator-
instructor to work specifically on this project, and this individual will work
with the company's human resources and training director to help bring the
resources of the college to bear on fulfilling the company's training needs and
thus enhance the training program over the duration of the Industrial New
Jobs Training Program and beyond.

Clearly, this training project should give the company an edge among its
competitors. Quality and productivity will be enhanced. The company's oppor-
tunity for success is significantly enhanced. The community college is fulfill-
ing its role ol being close to the community, of providing quality education and
training. and of doing all of this in partnership with the company and the com-
munity.

Interest of the CEO

The importance of the community services and continuing education division
and the visibility of the contract training function are sufficient to warrant hav-
ing the division head report directly to the CEO of the institution. This sends
a message to the rest of the mqitution that the division is a significant part of
the community college.

Internal Marketing

ommumtv -,crvicc:-, and continuing education prokssionals want good inter-
nal relattonships But these relationships !,hould not be a primar goal Hie
oveitiding gpal should he to pro \ idc qualit educatioiul expeimkes at at lOi
di* lTh c I hal is valuable to the customer and valuable to tl,c intitution
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Contract training has internal customers and external customers. The
external customers are the industries ser\ed and the internal CliStomers arc the
other divisions in the colleges that provide services to us. and vice versa. Inter-
nal customers should maintain ari awareness of one another's needs and try to
meet those needs in a professional way.

It is important for the community services and continuing education
administrator of contract training to market the programs internally to the
extent that all employees of the community college peiveive them as a neces-
sary service that is provided in a quality manner. One cannot expect people
from outside the community college to see those plograms as quality if they
are not so perceived internally.

Contract training is a unique function within the institution, and, as such,
communication is more important in this area than in the more traditional
divisions of the college. The CEO and others within the institution arc often
very active in the community. It is essential to inform the other division heads
and the CEO about the training projects under way in the division. ibis prac-
tice prevents them from being caught off-guard and embarrassed. No one likes
to meet someone from industry only to have them discuss a training program
that the college employee knows nothing about.

It is also important to take advantage of opportunities to link contract
training activities with the rest of the institution. This means going beyond ser-
vice on committees and willingness to help other divisions with stalling and
so on. Community services and continuing education administrators must he
ready to allow contract training to be used as a means of revitalizing the credit
faculty by utilizing them as instructors w here appropriate. Department chairs
should be invited into the contract training classes to present Information
about other opportunities available through the community college

If our colleagues are to value and appreciate community services and con-
tinuing education and the contract training function, they must be told not
only what we do hut why it is done. To say it is a pm 01 the mil,sion is not
enough. particularly in a time of scarce resources. The administrator must take
the time to explain how contract training fits with the more traditional aspects
of the college, that is, the vocational technical programs and the arts and sci-
ences programs. The education and training options. including contract train-
ing. available through the community ser% kes and continuing education
division allow adults to find employment seek better lobs. or maintain then-
k.urrent jobs. Faulty must understand that training, retraining, and upgrad-
ing of worker skills through tedmical training, do elopment of basic !,1:111t.Ind
development of lnucal thinking and problem-solving skilk ink.rease worker
prodtkuvitv improve the qualm.; 01 life \ithtn the communit. and build a bet-
ter economic ba.-.e for the communit%

11 the training provided help, Im-one, nd indti-a IA compete more stk
tC,Ink iii ,1 glofxil cLononlv then this part of the i ommunit Lolkge

becn kindled III \\ l<iiig dirc,11\ ii ii hip...ines, indu..m. or
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types of service agencies. the community services and continuing education
division maintains close contact with the external community. Significant and
effective linkages of local community entities (businesses, industries, local edu-
cational agencies, and so on) are developed in an effort to expand the division's
programming base. This expansion is valuable for both the community and
the college. The businesses and industries have better-trained workers who are
more productive, which improves profitability and stabilizes the economic base
of the local community. At the same time, the community college increases its
awareness of new industrial procedures and practices. When this information
is communicated to the rest of the college, program development efforts can
be enhanced, instructors can more easily maintain an awareness of current
practices in their fields, and, finally, ideas can be tested prior to their intro-
duction into the credit curriculum. The planning process for the college as a
whole is also facilitated

Internal marketing of customized training programs is not a great deal dif-
ferent from the marketing of any other aspect of the education enterprise. From
a broad standpoint, the community college would be most effective if all
employees were kept informed, to the greatest extent possible. about all of die

iivities of the college. This is pal ucularly true for the successful activities on
hich people can build pride by recognizing both the importance of the activ-

ities and their part in them. People need to have the feeling of ownership. They
need to have the feeling of belonging. They need to understand the ins and
outs of the decision-making process, and they need to have a role in making
those decisions.

The need for internal marketing of the customized training program
should not be overemphasized at the expense of other programs. I lowever.
community services and continuing education professionals are invariably
guilty of focusing so intensely on getting a job done that they forget to tell col-
leagues about it C:Ommunity services and continuing education professionals
need to ensure that people understand that work done in industry and the
relationships that are built have a positive impact on the college as a whole. A
commudity college graduate applying to an industry for a position is more
likely to he received in a positive manner if the industry has had positive expe-
riences with the contract training unit ol the college. The converse of this sit-
uation could also happen. and that must be recognized as well.

ommunity ser ices and continuing education administrators need to be
persistent in their efforts to inform others within the institution of the activi-
ties, stICt.essis. and extent of involvement with business and industry in con-
ti act training I here are times when it appears that this information is not
getting across People are in their own worlds and have their own areas of
iesponsibility It is the responsibdu of the communit% services and continu-
ing education admmistiators to enkourage others to think outside o! their OW n
boundaiies and to consider the broadest ranff of servii of the ( ommunnv

illeie lo t',O.11. the's(' .1dM1111,1r.11or, 11111,1 persist in diet: I How-
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and take every opportunity to talk with faculty or other units of the institu-
tion. The same holds true for the president and the dean of instruction or vice
president of instruction, who need to accept their responsibilities and engage
in this internal marketing effort as well. The communication process may
change depending on the internal customer. For example. community services
and continuing education administrators can provide lists of those businesses
and industries that have developed contract training relationships with the col-
lege to college-internal customers, such as the head of the foundation or the
head of alumni, before these heads proceed with fundraising efforts. A posi-
tive, supportive relationship may already have been established with the col-
lege through contract training programs, which college fundraisers can exploit.

Faculty members need to understand that the relationship with industry
is more than twice-a-year ad\ isory committee meetings. Rather, the relation-
ship entails ongoing daily contact and in-depth analysis of the processes that
are used in the industrial environment. Through sharing with faculty, programs
can be updated to maintain currency.

An aspect of the community college that we need to continue to ex )loit is
its community-based nature. Many observers have written that the community
services and continuing education unit provides that community-based char-
acteristic to the community college. Community services and continuing edu-
cation professionals need to guard against the elitism that comes from thinking
of the college as separate from, or above, the community. .rhat can be done
through continuing efforts to make involvement with business and industry a
high priority.

This priorit is consistent with a report of the National (.:enter on Educa-
tion and the Economy ONO), which, in its conclusion, expressed concern for
the practice of continuing to define educational success as "time in the seat-
rather than developing a new system that focuses on the demonstrated achieve-
ment of high standards. As the United Mates struggles to maintain its status as
a world leader and enhance its ability to compete with other wuntries whose
educational ellorts may be substantially greater than ours, community colleges
have an essentia! role to play through training and retraining programs that
serve the work foice through business and industry. 'Hie concept of lifelong
learning must corainue to be applied. Adults as well as children arc continu-
ally in the learning process. \Ve must recognize that not everyone will corn
plete four years of college' People need to be trained for employment and the\
w ill need to continue to be trained and retrained at their places ol work if the\
are to maintain the skilk required of today': high-technology Ousine,e, and
Industrie,.

Conclusion

Doe, the comtnunity service, and continuing edui ai ion adnimistknot market
mternall \ different way from other college administrators? to some extent ,
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yes, btu not too differently. As professionals in a comlmmitv college environ-
ment, we have an obligation to inform our colleagues of what is being done
and why. Others should be treated with dignity and respectjust as we want
to be treated. If community services and continuing education administrators
concentrate on doing their job well, perhaps this issue will cease to be an issue
at all.
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An ideal information system for contrcwt education program
managers is proposed and a current model is described that
enables a program operator to measure the impact of the program,
provide summary data, and communicate with other providers.

Using a Management Information
System Effectively for Contract
Education Programs
Maureen Fl. Ramer: Alike Snowden

As program managers. are we able to develop an annual business plan as a
result of data from the previous year's performance? Are we able to manage the
financial aspects of our operation? Are we able to identify the el fective pro-
grams and the factors leading to that effectiveness?

At one time or another. we may have found ourselves in ,-ituations similar
to the following scenarios Our local governing board has lust challenged the
college president regarding the worth of our contract educau o. program: flow
do we know companies are benefiting from this effort and w hat has the c ol-
lege gained from this program? ( an we respond quickly to these quesnons?

As the managers of a contract education prograni . we lust received a call
from the state agency \\ antmg to know how many students and employees our
program served last year. types. sizes. and numbers 01 businesses served and
the dollars generated ( an we respond quickly and accurately?

A maior employer with a strong prescnce in our state has lust contacted
us and requested that we submit a bid for training services at a sue near our
college \\ c know that they have worked with community colleges before and
are \Vt.\ particulai about the appioaches used Do we have any -inside track
commuilication mechanism for detei mining whit h lolleges the \ has': \sot ked
\\ ith and. more impoitant what approaches and pricing were successful?

If OM ,IFV-,\ser ss,1', no to an\ of thesa questions then n is time to either
develop a management whirmanon s\ stem t \Iksi 1ot ow prop am oi nnpiovi
oui k uncin stem In this cia of s(arce institutional ic-onke,. v, need a
Ic.ni that can pin\ ide dus kind of information quials and ea.ilc
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chapter, we present the rationale for such a system, depict an ideal informa-
tion system, and describe a system currently in place in one state. California.

Framework for a Contract Education Management
Information System

The system that is developed should be structured so that information is
obtainable and not just data. One of the definitions of information in Webster's
New World Dictionary (1Q86) is a "person or agency answering questions as a
service to others.- in contrast to data, which are a "collection of facts and fig-
ures- where the analyst must have knowledge to draw conclusions. The infor-
mation retrieved should have relevance and purpose and should be timely,
accessible, and empowering to the user (Drucker. I g891.

'Typicall y. the contract education pogram manager will find that if the col-
lege MIS is used. the Information received is incomplete for his or hcr needs.
The college system is student-focused in that it provides data on the demo-
graphics of the students enrolled in the classes (for example, number of stu-
dents, ethnicity. and gender) and the final grades received. No information is
provided about the employer (For example. type and size of the business) or
the size of the invoiced contract, nor is there a summary of past business and
potential for future business with this employer, or tracking of any contribu-
tions that have come to the college as a result of the relationship with this
employer.

In addition, contract education managers need financial tracking capabil-
ities. much like small business operators. These program managers find that
they are often a -school within a school.- They need a system that enables them
to generate payroll documents. accounts payable and receivables, or at least to
notify the appropriate college office that such needs to be clone

The system should be able to evaluate the effectiveness of the training at
a higher level than just customer satisfaction. This evaluation model should be
multifaceted in that it measures the instnictors' and program participants' per-
formances. It is also desirable to measure the employees' performance in rela-
tionship to improved work performance and productivity. In order to evaluate
the improvement in work performance, a careful assessment has to be done.
prior to the stint of training, to determine which indicators to use and how
improvement will be measured tKirkpatrick. 1976). The information gathered
at this step drives the course content as well as the measurement tools.

The information received from this type of evaluation not only helps the
employer (customer) to justify training costs for current and future training
programs hut also enables the college manager to quantify the benefits of a
contract education program to employers. The program manager should be
able to answer the question "What difference did the training program maker
The ability to answer this question become, a poc crful proactive means by
whic h to \ alidate the contract education program

4 1
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The MIS of the local college should be standardized with systems used by
other colleges in the state so that information can be collected that describes
programs and their impact in an aggregate fashion. There is a growing aware-
ness among state policymakers that customized training conducted by com-
munity colleges benefits both the communities and the individuals trained.
Practitioners need to agree on a means of measuring successful implementa-
tion and, then. communicate the results to state policymakers (Jacobs, I Pg2).

Finally, contract education providers need to seriously consider the bene-
fits of becoming part of an -expert network- that woukl enable them to access
other professionals like themselves for information-sharing purposes. Contract
education providers need to realize that they are in a competitive environment
and are brokers regarding the latest trends and techniques in work force devel-
opment. Expert networks represent a new dimension, an electronic societal
and organizational dimension, that did not exist prior to the development of
computer-aided communication (Peters. I QQ21. It is through the use of an
expert aetu ork that contract education program managers can identify solu-
tions. people, and resources for their work force development challenges sim-
ilar to those described in the introductory scenarios of this chapter.

Outlook for the Role of Management Information Systems

An examination of exemplary business performers of the last two decades
reveals that MISs are a key component of success. Computer networks that
serve as an informational infrastructure and control system continue to play a
major role in organizations worldwide. This extensive technology is being uti-
lized by organizations large and small, in part resulting f.rom advances in com-
puter technology. iardware and operating systems have been developed that
allow office automation power that would have been unattainable as recently
as a decade ago.

Commensurate with this technical sophistication. there has been an
important shift in management methods. Then: is a strong movement that rou-
tinely subscribes to employee empowerment and a belief that workers, where
appropriate, should contribute to and share in the organization's most basic
functions as well as its mission. As part of this employee empowerment, work-
ers need access to information within the organization in order to make the
right decisions. The use of computer technology is fundamental in this new
organizational ;Tproach.

It is essential that workers have took at their disposal to maximally effect
organizational productivity, competitiveness, and customer responsiveness.
This approach is best expressed in the principle ol information responsibility
Druckcr. I Q8t-n. The people who arc responsible for carrying out the actual
oik are, in fact. the best qualified to shape and carry forward their contribu-

tions to the organization's mission Recognition of the individual as part ol
icam d nama s i expressed by investment in personal development and by
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provision of appropriate tools and resources. It is in this manner that organi-
zations become increasingly aware of themselves and the competition. The
organizations will then know what business they arc in, their kcv strengths.
operational parameters. and informational measurement tools.

A Network Primer

When discussing an ideal MIS for any enterprise, it is helpful to first consider
three broad categories of computer technology: applications, networks, and
operating systems. Applications are programs that provide an interface to the
user so that he or she can indirectly access and manipulate thc computer's
resources. Examples of these programs are the various word-processing,
spreadsheet. and data base programs with which most people are familiar. We
can think of an application as a vehicle to get us to a specific destination.

Simply put. networks arc computers that are connected together and have
some level 01 commonality so they can "talk- to one another. This talking is
termed r otocol. To extend this analogy, a network is like a road that connects
one location to another Protocols, then. are the rules of the road. Networks
allow for two basic services: resource sharing working in groups) and corn-
puter-mediated communication communicating with a work group). Together,
these services allow users to access remote devices and programs. as well as to
participate in electronic mail. conferencing. and bulletin boards.

Operating systems constitute the set of instructions that the computer
needs to operate itself and its various input and output devices. Operating sys-
tems may be thought of as the driver's manual for operating a particular
vehicle.

The three categories above. when taken as a whole, allow the magic to
happen. This integration of systems comprises the bask binding technology
essential to doing business today. Indeed, in a setting of global competitive-
ness, wherein the high-technology, customer-focused. quality-control-oriented
plaers are the survivors, information capability is imperative.

01 the two basic services provided by networks. resource ,haring is con-
sidered the most vital to business. Resource sharing was the impetus behind
the development of distributed computer networks (Quarterman, 1900). I he
benefits arc many- Equipment and users can be geographically dispersed. costs
can be shared across the enterp,ise, management layers can often be reduced,
aggregate mlormation can he compounded from detailed data, and incremen-
tal expansion and redundancy are made easier. However, the irony is that it
can take considerable resources to partake of resource sharing!

Computer networks can be cantankerous beasts. They require clever
design and thoughtlul management by skilled technicians if their benefits arc
to be realized Moreover, network operating systems. dedicated linkages, host
equipment. and Fouling devit.es aft' not cheap. Applications that arc meant lor

4 3
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network implementations have to be programmed differently from those
intended for isolated computers.

Even so. we believe that sonic degree of computer networking is essential
to conducting business in the next decade. Community colleges need to real-
ize the value and efficiency of being part of an expert network. The power of
leveraging information to improve business decisions will make a major dif-
ference in the marketplace. Just the ability to take different views of the infor-
mation. looking at all of it or using the application to filter it, lends vitality and
immediacy to the information. This ability is often lacking when the same data
are presented by traditional upward reporting protocols. Viewing the output
of a data base search that has limited its scope parameters is very different from
reading a "sanitized- financial report. All levels of management have access to
the original data without someone summarizing or interpreting the data.
Access to information has become. and rightly so. more of a security than a
political issue. Decision makers and policymakers are now better able to base
their actions in reality with a view to where the business is actually beingcar-
ried out.

Reality and a Contract Education Management
Information System Model

What then is the reality for most contract education providers within a public
higher education system? It is a time of unrest in higher education. Nowhere
is this more true than in contract education. Contract education is one of thc
pivotal points around which the paradigm of public education delivery is shift-
ing. The training requirements of America's work force are demanding alter-
native methods of curriculum development, class scheduling and location, cost
accounting, and recruiting. Community colleges are becoming market-driven.

Contrast this characterization with the traditional structure, wherein col-
leges arc reimbursed on the basis of course offerings that have been sanctioned
through bureaucratic channels. Wc stress this difference not to pass judgment
on either structure but rather to explain why current NIISs are more accom-
modating of the traditional delivery modalities associated with credit curric-
ula and students Because the main sources of revenue are outside of the
contract education enterprise, the support systems are outside too This situ-
ation is well and good lor the general computing needs of the college. but
it often leaves the contract education practitioner out of the information-
proc essing activities

Our goal is to arm contract education practitioners with the basic knowl-
edge needed to articulate their needs in a manner that is understandable to
NIIS personnel. TITh, \\Ili allow them to enlist sufficient assistance and support
from their local or central depa.tment to carry thiough an initiative io the
appropnate dc Non-making bodies I he intern is to help the cot-mat:I edu,a..

4 4
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Lion practitioners who are relatively naive about computer networks and data
bases grasp the essential elements necessary to build a case for the establish-
ment of a contract education MIS of some type in their organization.

ideally, this system would be integrated with the existing campus MIS.
However, most college systems are currently large mainframe-based installa-
tions. Unfortunately these systems, though powerful. are often probkmatic.
Maintenance and redesign are expensive. They may be already operating at
capacity and are often remotely located in the data-processing department.

Fortunately, a starter system for contract education does not require the
sophistication of the system needed by the rest of the campus. Also, there arc
many possible levels of networking. Most contract education offices have at
least one or two computer workstations at their disposal. These ma)- be con-
nected to each other. These may he connected with other computers on-
campus, which, in turn, may be connected to other computers off-campus,
and so on While isolated computers are useful, integrated computer networks
are the ideal. However, where resources do not permit !he implementation of
a full-blown enterprisewide network, it is quite feasible utilizing certain appli-
cation development techniques and simplified telecommunication technology
to achieve, in effect, the same thing.

There are basically two ways of networking over a wide geographical area.
One is resource-intensive and the other is relatively easy to attain. The first sce-
nario involves connecting computers via a wide area network (WAN). A \VAN
requires dedicated cabling links between nodes, which allow for high-speed
transmission across a wide band of frequencies. Special operating systems and
hardware must be used for this type of configuration to function. This type of
nett\ ork technology, though powerful, is beyond the reach of all but the most
successful contract education offices. Where it is feasible, however. remote
users can take advantage of true Interactive applications on shared resources
Data bases that comply with this design are termed on-line wal-tinic systems. or
batch update s ctems. Apart from the obvious advantage of continually fresh-
ened data. their main advantage is ease of management due to resource shar-
ing. All users, no matter what their locations, arc using the same standardized
system to access a single related data base A familiar example of this type of
network is an airline reservations information system The data base is con-
stantly being updated by remote users throughout the entire network.

I he second scenario is an alternative strategy that gets a contract educa-
tion office into the game lor considerably less money. Although. strictly speak-
ing. ihese are not true networks, these -vtrtual- tin computerese. that.means
pr:tend) systems can take different forms. These solutions are variously
referred to as (WI/hilted data colic( tion networl;s, Ide-transier-capcthle bulletin
bo.udN. and, most commonly. snecthei nets Implemented with a wide range of
soplfistkation, they are not real time or Interactive. hut they are allordable.
Bastcally. these systems utilize a central data base flanked by several other
neat Ix Identical data ba,c stru, titles that are di-atibuted to thc iliac tittoncr - in
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the held. 'The central data base is then updated periodically via floppy disk,
file transfer from a bulletin board, or dial-m modem pons. Tbus, the field-
based systems are essentially distributed data collection points, while the cen-
tral system is a global report. generator.

California's Contract Education Data Inventory System

srhis latter type of system has been utilized hy the California Community Col-
leges Economic Development Network (ED>Net). In 1991, ED>Net began the
development of an MN to undertake a statewide inventory ofcontract educa-
tion activity.1 he name of the system is the Contract Education Data Inventory
System (CED1S). The purpose of CEDIS is to provide information to the local
manager, as well as aggregate information on regional and state levels, about
the scope and breadth of contract education programs. Working closely with
a statewide committee of contract education practitioners, staff at ED>Net
developed CEDIS. In I)92-1Q93, the system was pilot-tested by 11 colleges.
Based on the results of the pilot. CEDIS was revised and distributed to all 107
community colleges m California in Fall 1993. Figure 4.1 depicts the basic
architecture used to implement CEDIS.

'The approach described here was used for several reasons One is alford-
ability. Another is the unlikely prospect of bringing an entire education system
up to a networking technology level sufficient to use an on-line system, such
as connecting computers via a \VAN. Moreover, a relatively low-technology
approach is often better accepted by casual users. 'toward this end, a system
was devised that would be easy to learn and use. It would provide some local
site management capability for those who had no automated systems in place.
Efforts were made to keep the system simple, limiting recorded elements to the
hare essentials.

Generally. system design starts with an examination of the \\. ork proceSSCS
of the information unit (in this case, the contract education office). Once the
dynamics are understood, a sketch ol the essential data elements can be drawn.
I his leads eventually to a data structure to contain the elements, a set ol rela-
tions among the elements. assignment to appropnate program objects, and so
onin short, a detailed system design.

The initial design for CED1S is contract-driven The system tracks at the
level of the employer and not the individual trainee When field-based users
lirst enter the CEDIS system they are automatically routed to an area ol the
program that requires them to supply information about their contract educa-
tion pi'&granr this is how each distributed system is initialized. so that the
central system can keep Provider As data separate from Providers IVs. Keep in
mind that all distributed applitations in a sneaker net are idenutal in all
respet ts except lor the information they contain. In other words, the same bot-
tle can hold OM' kind of wine

A t ontratt cntered under the organization that holds the Lontia,t
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system automatically assigns a unique identifier (contract identification num-
ber) to each contract. so cross-references can be made to other data bases as
needed. Users arc constrained to a hmited number of choices for certain data
elements. This ensures accuracy and standardization of measurement It also
speeds data entry.

Once the program has been initiahzed. data regarding a contract arc input.
Windows are utilized for ease of entering data, editing. deleting, and so on. To
add a new contract. 11-w appropriate window is highlighted. This brings up a
Hall!: contract information screen. Ti ic fields are blank and get filled in by the
user. Similar procedures are followed to edit or delete a record.

A completed contract information screen is illustrated in Figure 4.2. In the
completed contract information dialogue box is all the necessary information
about this contract between one of the California community colleges and the
California Highway Patrol. A closer look at the specific contract elements
shows that groupings may occur based on Standard Industrial Classification
codes, public versus private agency, company size, and other relevant attri-
butes. Each clement provides a IA indow into adding. editing. or deleting
records in each of its associated data bases, to which it is linked.

Once the contract is entered, it takes its place in the contract browse win-
dow. This window is actually a powerful program object that can be searched,
filtered, and otherw ise manipulated by the user. In the contract browse win-

Figure 4.2. Completed Contract Information Screen
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dow is a list of contracts by this college as well as the program and services
delivered for each contract.

Synchronized with the contract windows are the program information
windows. These windows are where the use: nrovides the information about
specific programs and services, which are then linked to a specific contract. In
CEDIS, the user is guided through this process in a manner that builds a stan-
dardized program code. This enables measurement of activities within any par-
ticular program. A list of codes has been developed that enables all courses and
services to be classified.

Once all of the data for the collection period have been entered, the user
invokes a utility pull-dowo menu for export to ED>Net. This produces a com-
pressed file of all data structures needed by the central system. Having accom-
plished this, the user can then use one of the three methods illustrated in
Figure 4.1..Fhe user could use mail or courier, modem via a bulletin board sys-
tem tBBSi, or file transfer protocol on Internet. Upon receipt, the file is
imported into the central system so that global reports may then be produced
based on the em ire user base.

The heart of the system is shown in Figure 4.3, the CEDIS master pro-
gram. There arc three windows on this scrun, enabling a triple browse
provider data base browse, associated contracts or contractor browse, and asso-
ciated program browse. By highlighting elements in any one of these three %yin-
dows. the user can more fully explore the information or data behind these
elements.

Figure 4.3. CEDIS Master Program
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An additional important feature of this system is the query module. The
query module enables the user to explore the data base and generate reports
as needed utilizing the data in a useful format. For example, if the user wants
the report to contain only information on contract amounts greater than
$5,000 in the fiscal year lg93-94, he or she can construct the appropriate fil-
ter, which is then passed to the program to build the report accordingly. This
interface thus allcviates the user from the task of having to construct a rela-
tively arcane computer instruction such as inv_amount > "5,000- and fis_yr =
"Q1q4- This has been simplified considerably to illustrate a point because the
actual program code required to achieve this functionality is more than one
hundred lines long.

Once filters have been developed for reports in prior sessions, they can be
saved tor future use. This is very helpful if one has to prepare reports for dif-
ferent audiences utilizing the same information. In this manner, the same
report could he utilized for senior management, boards of trustees. faculty
groups. and so on. Each group receiving the report can decide for themselves
the level of detail they require of the entire information set.

This system is but one state's initial step toward building an information
network for contract education providers and others in the arena of commu-
nity college work force development. The development and adoption of this
system have been at a relatively modest cost. The capability of this system
would be enhanced considerably if there were actual dedicated links among
the users.

The development and adoption of technology continue to progress. The
C.F1-Th, model presented here has been revised and updated. To enhance its
effectiveness as a local site management tool, financial tracking has been added.
Also, it appears that ED>Net and the California community colleges will be
linked with Internet Internet is a network of computer networks. More than
ten million people rtsc this worldwide web of eleven thousand interconnected
computer networks to exchange electronic mail, transfer computer files, search
data bases. and electronkally communicate in real time with other users.

As the California community colleges link up to Internet. we are enthusi-
astic about the expansion possibilities that will be provided for CEDIS. the
expert networks that contract education providers will be able to access, and
the oveiall improvements in communications We look forward to being able
to electronically communicate with contra( t education providers nationwide
as technology becomes more w idely
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In order for a community to be successful in recruiting businesses.
a variety 0/ partners must be involved. A true collaborative dfort
must be seen by potential business clients.

Recruitment Practices: A Community
Partnership
Julie Bender; Larry D. Carter

In this chapter. we outline the activities and partnerships that are tpically a
part of a communit's effort to attract new business and industry A key factor
in the recruitment process is community partnerships. A community must
con\ Inee prospective business clients that relocation to a new area, which is
an expensive venture for any company, is worth the costs. Competition among
the regions, states, and even localities is fierce and, therefore, demands that all
of the resources available through community partnerships be brought to bear
in the recruitulent process.

It is 1Mportant for the local communit) college to be a player in the
recruitment effort. This involvement of the college can range from a minorit
Nrtnership in the process to leadership in contacting recruiters and relocat-
ing clients

The primary role of the community college is typically to facilitate and
broker training. In some eases, this is a mayor incentive in a company's evalu-
ation of a communit) s attractiveness In other cases, issues such as quality of
hie and Incentives offered by the local community are more important than the
training issue The community college must. therefore, have a balanced view
of its role in the c nmunity partnerships that arc vital to success %Own recruit-
ing business tuid industry

Partners in the Recruitment Process

Bofh the direct tmd thc t roles that ornliffinit% colleges pla\ In rec run-
mg new business and indlNly aic importani . c.ommtuutv college officials need
to understand how the\ k an support e. onomik development counok. cute,
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and counties, chambers of commerce, local elementary and secondary school
districts, and other agencies in attracting new business and industry to their
locale.

Economic Development Council. If a local county or municipality has
an economic development council or corporation, that body is typically the
lead player in recruiting. soliciting. offering incentives, and following through
on efforts to relocate business and industry to the region. A strong economic
development council can locus the efforts ol the other entities e volved in
order to maximize the community's image and effectiveness in attracting busi-
nesses

Local economic development councils can be stand-alone entities funded
solely from private sources. In some cases, the economic development body is
a pnvate-puhiic partnership: in other cases, a ts an extension of the local cham-
ber of commerce or a consortium of chambers of commerce: in still others, it
is an actual arm of the city or county government The involvement of the
community college m the economic development council is essential if edu-
cation and training needs are evidenced by clients. The college should be rep-
resented on the economic development board and should be able to broker or
respond to education or training requests as they arise.

In most cases. the board ol directors of the eeonomic development coun-
cil is a combination of a private-public partnership and, as such, has the best
opportunity to coordinate packages that may he offered to potential clients to
facilitate relocation

Cities and Counties. Cities and counties are typically key elements in
economic development for their areas. Where large sums of money are not
available for direct incentives to potential clients, cities and counties can offer
a varlet of noncash incentives, including up-front agreements with potential
clients with respect to various infrastructures such as roads, water, sewer sys-
tems, and utilities some clients are interested in a reduction of initial reloca-
tion expenses. c hich can be offset by a long-term commitment to the city or
county 'this comtnammt is evidenced by trade-oUs that produce future jobs
and tax income for the local municipality in exchange for up-front assistance
Thus, the city or count is in a strategic position to provide various inlra-
structure items in exchange for long-term revenues from the client that
relocates.

Because time is mono and relocation is a lengthy process. cities and coun-
ties can also offer incentives such as reduced turnaround time in permits and
special assNance in interpret mg and meeting codes and ordinances that might
otherwise be unduly restrictive on the client's ability to teloc ate

Chamber of Commerce. The local c li,tiiilier of conlineR.c traditionally
has a strong tole in die economic do elopment of the ,,01111111.11111\ 'cry often
its role N to serve as an Ombudsman for stnall busnle-ses in the local c ommu-
ilit Ill relation to c ay and county policies. zone codes, and so On \lam cham-
bers ol ommerce lii e iol ed into di(' c omloitlic dCsl. h,rnli I lit
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local representatives for recruiting large businesses and indusu-y This new role
generally requires a different set of procedures for dealing extensively with
businesses outside the community. The advent of economic development bod-
ies separate from the chamber of commerce was in part a result of this need.
Although this role is generally filled by the economic development council or
corporation. the charnhor of commerce still has a strong role to play in the
parlr

1 he chamber ol commerce still represents the "flavor- of its community
1-his flax or nuy take the form ol quality of life, business friendliness by the city
or county, and the general tax structure of the state and the city. The chamber
has the ability to promote the community in conjunction with the economic
development council. The chamber is seen as an accurate reflection of how
business is done in that community, and thus, in terms of integrity, the cham-
ber affects how the community is viewed by the client.

School Districts. When chief executive officers (CFC)s) of companies
who are facing business relocation look for a barometer of quality of life in
the community, one of the first indicators they examine is the local school sys-
tem. Company executives who make relocation decisions are very much con-
cerned ahout whether their employees children will have qualuy schools to
attend.

The school districts are often seen to reflect the quality of the work force
available in hiring new emploxees. Some companies look at percentage of high
school graduates, percentage of those who continued their education, as well
as the percentage of college graduates as indicators of the availability and qual-
ity of the labor force Strong school system, generallx have strong C01111111.1nity
support. These communities are generally good places to live in that commu-
nity support is multidirectional. encompassing other activities in the com-
munity.

Postsecondary Education. The community college should he in a prime
position to serve as a broker lor a variety of training and education needs. Fhe
needs of clients from business and industry may exceed the capability of the
local comimmay college. However, that does not preclude the community col-
lege from facilitating the role of the university, vocational school, or private
trainers that can he of assistance

Very often indul tries prefer one-stop shopping and like to deal with one
point ol contact If the community college positions itself in this manner, it can
still asses- the need for training. develop the customized training package for
the particular business. and then assist in making the appropriate contacts that
can deliver the necessary services ln this way the community college main-
tain ,. its visibility and k (11-0,R t v.11 h the industry and performs the function of
facilitator

Anothet advantage of the facilitator role is that the evaluation ol the train-
ing program is act omplished 1-i one emit and the communitx college is

ed in the additional role of evaluator of trammg plogiams I hese

5 4
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should be evaluated in terms of hc v well they met the needs identified dur-
ing assessment.

Other Agencies. The broker model described in the previous section can
be used to access other agencies that are part of the training network. The com-
munity college as dehverer should be famikr with the federal and state pro-
grams that are available in support of training needs in business and industry
The proper agency to be used is generally determined by the size and nature
of the business or industry, the products they produce, and the type of labor
force they employ

The Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), implemented through local
employment and training offices, provides training funds for specific indus-
tries if the individuals trained are in at least one of the disadvantaged or dislo-
cated worker categories in which !TPA programs specialize. These programs
vary from summer youth programs, basic skills programs, and retcaining for
new occupations to career education programs for dislocated workers. In addi-
tion, son-le JTPA funds fl..ow through state coordinating agencies, which pro-
vide direct grants to community colleges for certain kinds of training programs.

The U.S. Department of Labor is also in the business of training and is a
possible source of funds for such activities. Labor unions are also in the train-
ing business, largely through apprenticeships A state's departnient of labor is
typically a good contact for information regarding union programs and U S
Department of Labor funding.

For companies that have fewer than five hundred employees. the U.S.
Small Business Administration provides direct training to small businesses as
well as grants for agencies that are interested in assisting such businesses. In
most states. the Small Business Administration funds small business develop-
ment centers that exist for the sole purpose of providing counseling and start-
up business assistance for small businesses. In addition to such initial assistance.
many chambers of commerce, cities. and community colleges provide contin-
uing assistance for small businesses.

Recruiting the Client

Business recruitment is a highly competitive acti\ ity across the United
States liundreds of communities are competing for a limited number of
back-office locations, new manufacturing plants. and new distribution
facilities Communities. to be competitive, must take a team approach to
economie development.

lo be an effective member of this team. community colleges and voca-
tional schools should view their role with companies as long-term and mar-
ket -driven Recruiting 3 company is only the first step in the process of
de% eloping a training partnership with the employer [he goal should be to
establish a long-term relationship that results in bottom-line co,t arid time
mg, to the employer I he training provide ,. must de.-ign progi arils \\
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user in mind rather than try to make the users needs conform to existing insti-
tutional programs.

This section answers three questions for the training provider: (II"How
can I most effectively package and market my training programs to business
and industry?" (21"What are the typical steps in recruiting a new company to
the communit ?" (31"What role do incentives, particularly training incentives.
play in a company's site selection decision?"

Marketing. Communities vary in their economic development efforts.
Some economic development groups are parts of chambers of commerce. oth-
ers are government agencies, and still others are public-private partnerships.
In some states, the state organization plays a lead role in economic develop-
ment. whereas in other states, a support role. Whatever the configuration of a
community's program, the training provider should approach economic devel-
opment with the following directives in mind:

Be Li inembo.'t of the network. To be a part of the economic development
network, the plan and the players must he known. The state, regional. and
local economic development agencies should have strategic plans. The train-
ing provider's and economic development agency's plans should reinforce
each other It is also necessary to know how the area's economic devel-
opment organizations are structured and who the key players are in these
organizations.

Be a pat t of the local pat tnership. Every community should have a business
recruitment team that is coordinated by the local economic development
agency This team should involve the top business and government leadership
in the community. As experts in industry training, community colleges and
vocational schools should play an important role on this team. With the grow-
mg importance given to wot k force development issues by companies. partic-
ipation by the community's training providers is essential.

Involve top institutional leadership in the progyam. The president of the com-
munity college or vocational school should be a member of this team. His or
her involvement makes a statement to prospects and to the community that
economic development is a top institutional priority.

Nloke the pt ogt am a top priority. In addition to the president's involvement.
a high-level staff person should he designated to serve as the college's repre-
sentative to business on a day-to-day level. This person should be responsible
for coordinating the training providers services to industry. The college or
school representative should be able to speak industry's "language- and, most
important be able to deliver services to clients.

Be lith6 to hlt the gtoiohl t Wining To become part of the business recruit-
ment team, the college or school representative should be trained in working
\\ it h prospects and should have professional marketing materials and a suong

esciltat ion 1 he 10( al ecoriomit development agenl \ can provide -ambas-
sador- naming so that the college contacts are familiar with the communitvs
tt\ piesentation I he tolk'gc or `A. hool should have ,1 presentation to clients
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that answers these questions: "What customized training services can you
deliver?" and "What is your track record?" (Incorporate success stories.) In
preparing the materials and presentation, keep in mind that, quality is as
important as content in creating the right business image for the institution
and for the communiw

Steps in Recruiting. The process of recruiting a company to a commu-
nity begins with lead generation and ends with the company establishing a
facility in the local community. Here are the typical steps in business recruit-
ment:

I . Generate prospect leads. Leads are gen( rated through the economic
development agency's business recruitment program. The goal of the program
is to generate leads in businesses and industries that the community has tar-
geted for their growth potential and fit with the region's assets.

The local economic development entity should focus its lead generation
efforts on relationship marketing. Advertising, direct mail, and media relations
shoukl be used to create awareness of the community and to position it in the
marketplace. Do not, however, rely on advertising to generate bona fide
prospects. Instead, focus on the referral network. By and large, economic
development prospects are generated through relationships. Referrals most
commonly come from the development industry (real estate, construction,
engineering, and architectural firms), professional service firms (law and
accounting. primarily), the financial industry, and contacts in the companies.
Relocating a company is a big decision. Decision makers start the process by
talking to people they know.

2. Qtutlify the pmspeet. The job of the economic developer is to qualify the
prospect. Careful screening of prospects is important so that the economic
developer's time is spent on the right projects. On a very basic level, a poten-
tial client's responses to the following questions can help the developer iden-
tify legitimate projects: Type of contact jor example, consultant, manufacturer,
distributor. provider of business services, real estate developer, real estate bro-
ker or agenO? Number of employees? Expansion or relocation? Possible or in
progress? fleadquarters or branch operation? Age of company? Type of infor-
mation or services most helpful to company at this time (for example. site
selection services, economic or demographic tiroftle, housing and quality-oi-
l& information, personal telephone call)?

Economic development staff typically sift through large numbers of
inquiries to qualify an active prospect. To illustrate this pomt, the Metro Den-
ver Network (a regional economic development organization) tracked prospect
activity f Tom January 1 t-N 1 to July 1002. During that time, the network han-
dled (-)(14 inquiries for information Of the 604 inquiries. 7 I became active

ospects
\lake the ititial «mta,t Every active prospect should have an assigned

account executive w ho coordinates all Jnformation to the client I he account
executive sei \ es as the single point of contact for the hint and ensures that

P.1
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the client is given consistent information. An assigned account executive is
essential for delivering exceptional customer service to prospects. The quality
of customer service can be as important as the community's other features in
the client's site selection decision

In initiating contact with the agency, the client may call on its own behalf
or may use a contact in the community Larger companies ma) use site selec-
tion consultants to represent them.

The initial package that is sent to the client should respond to the clients'
request without a proliferation of unrequested material and should be received
by the client as soon as possible. Demonstrating an ability to respond quickly
may be as important as the actual contents of the package.

The initial package to the client should contain overall community infor-
mation as well as background on customized training. The package informa-
tion may cover available land and facilities, local business climate and labor
supply access to supplies and services, level of public services, transportation
and distribution facilities, environmental issues, utility availability and cost,
and well as training programs.

4. Host the site visit. Through follow-up with a client, the economic devel-
oper further qualifies the client. Once the developer establishes the project's
legitimacy. the goal should be to get the client to visit the local area. A site visit
is a must if the community is ultimately going to secure the project. The pros-
pect's site selection team may consist of one or several people. In some cases,
the company sends an advance person, who will plan a site visit for a larger
team. Some companies send a real estate team (physical site issues)1 human
resources team (labor quality, cost, and supply). and a quality-of-life team
tschools. housing, and cultural and recreational amenities).

Larger companies may have corporate real estate executives in charge of
their site searches. Increasingly, companies are making the human resources
director an important member of the site selection team.

The ccOnornie developer must determine who within the company will
make the site selection recommendations and the decision. Knowing the deci-
sion maker's "hot buttons- is TIcritical. economic developer's job is to coor-
dinate the community's business recruitment team and to work with the
company in establishing a schedule of meetings and tours for the visit

The community's business recruitment team should match executive lev-
els and functions with the prospect's team If the prospect's CEO visits the com-
munity. the community shoukl reciprocate with CEO-level representatives.

During the client's first visit, a briefing should be conducted. l'he format
can vary. but a menu-driven audiovisual presentation is an effective means of
tailoring the information to meet the client's needs The communit)'s presen-
tanon must be tailored to the interests of the client. Nothing loses the client's
attentton faster than having to sit through a presentation of unwanted infor-
mation I he presentation should pros ide an overall business introduction to
the community l'sing a computer menu. one t an select sections on 0)11111111
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nity history, quality of life, business statistics, or regional transportation.
depending on the client's time and interest. Whatever the contents of the pre-
sentation, the economic developer must set the meeting agenda to maximize
the value of the client's time in the community.

In addition to the briefing, the economic developer should arrange for
other members of the economic development team to be piesent at the site
visit meeting to answer the company's questions. The team should have a pre-
pared agenda for the meeting and should be briefed ahead of time about the
client by the economic developer.

After the briefing, clients visit with resource people in the community.
Because the work force is in important issue, many clients want to visit with
the human resources directors of local companies in addition to reviewing
published information. In meeting with human resources directors, the clients
often ask questions about labor availability and quality. l-he site visit team may
also ask about the services provided by local community colleges and voca-
tional schools. These meetings arc often held without the economic developer
and community college representatives in the room so that the candor of local
companies is not impeded

The local economic development team shoukl strive to increase its closure
rate with companies who make site visits. The closure rate is a good indicator
cf. the effectiveness of the team in attracting companies to the community For
example. before the creation of the Metro Denver Network, the Denver met-
ropolitan area's estimated closure rate on site visits was about one-third: that
is. one-third of the companies who visited Denver selected the metropolitan
area as a business location. After six years in existence, the network has
increased its Closure rate to about two-thirds reflecting a tremendous improve-
ment in community marketing.

5. hilloiv tip Alter the initial site visit, the economic developer should fol-
low up with the client, delivering additional information and preparing for
subsequent visits by the conlpany. Again, the local response should be coor-
dinated by the account executive

Initial contact with the company is lust the first step. Patience is a virtue
in business recruitment Site selectors may start with a long list of states and
cute:, and cull the ltt,t by painstakingly evaluating potential sites in relation to
company criteria. As site selectors focus on communities that meet their needs.
communities may have to survive a first, a second, and even a third cut.

Companies may also refine site selection criteria as they obtain new infor-
mation. By the end of the site selection process. the project definition may have
completely changed. As protects evolve, business recruitment teams must
demonstrate their flexthilitv and willmgness to work with the pi ospec

Protects may also be put on hold or &Li\ ed by the compain To be sut.
essful. business development legumes sustamcd. consistent ulloit ovei a long

period of time 'sue elc ton decisions can take MO 01 tfiuee \ cal!,
Ethical Considerations. Iv, ohcli ii iu 111 bli,111c-
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recruitment are confidentiality and negative selling. Policies on these issues
should be clearly conveyed to all members of the economic development team
before business recruitment begins.

All client information should be kept extremely confidential. Leaks about
company plans or intentions can prevent any further consideration of the
community and seriously damage the credibility of the local economic devel-
opment program. To preserve client confidentiality, the economic developer
normally assigns the prospect a code name or client number.

If a leak occurs. company management may be deluged by complaints
from its employees who were unaware of relocation considerations and by calls
from realtors and other salespeople. Sensitive information may be revealed to
the company's competitors This type of disruptive activity could cause the
company to abandon its relocation plans altogether.

Another ethical issue is negative selling, that is, pointing out negatives of
a competing community. While it is acceptable to use comparative data show-
ing what one's ow n community has to oiler compared with other cities, it is
not okay to -knock the other guy.- Lel the clients draw then- own conclusions
about the competition. The economic development presentation should focus
on the communit \ assets and how negative attributes are being addressed . lb
prevent negatke selling, a code of ethics should be adopted by all parties
invoked m area marketing.

Incentives. incentives are the most wick+, publicized and most misun-
derstood aspect of economic development Project publicity often focuses on
incentives, although there usually are many other factors in the site selection
process that are more mlportam.

In situations where two or more competitors are rated equally in relation
to protect criteria. incentives can be a tiebreaker in a deal. Their real signifi-
cance. however. is usually not in relation to the protect's bottom line because
the dollar amounts are small compared to the total protect cost. Incentives are
often bet:t used as a good-faith effort to show a community's commitment to a
protect If a company is using incentives as its leading criteria in site selection.
this may not be a protect that the community should pursue.

Incentives should he used judiciously. Fach protect considered for incen-
tives should be evaluated against a set of incentive entena that makes sense for
the community. Sample incentive criteria are as follows: t I Competition: Is an
Incentive package necessary to he competiti\ c ith other potential locations
tor the business? 2 lalyset industry Is the business being considered for an
incentive package in a targeted Indust Crt:ditivoi thine..s of «impany: What
is the qualn ol the ompany that is seeking int enti es? Is it well known
regionall \ oi nationally? it NA elI established in the marketplace? Does lt have
a :2,00d credit histor\ ? t--1) Renal] an nn-c.tmon What is the anticipated return
on investment to the t iv it region in terms of la\ revenues and to the c OM
munity III terms of jobs and payroll? tAn economic impact model can be devel
opcd to gauge the retain op InVe-1 Menu ' "I' 1 'iiii Doc, OW
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participation leverage incentive dollars from other sources such as state and
county government?

In offcrirg incentives to companies, consider the use of training assistance
or infrastructure improvements. If the company later downsizes or relocates,
the community still has the benefit of a trained work force, physical improve-
ments to the site, or both

Examples of Community Partnerships

How community colleges can assist in new business recruitment efforts is per-
haps best decribed through illustrations of several community partnerships at
Community College of Aurora, Central Piedmont Community College. and
Redlands Community College.

Aurora Briefing Center. One example of the outgrowth of a strong com-
munity partnership is the Aumra Briefing Center, located on the campus of the
Conn-I-tunny College of Aurora in east Denver. Colorado. Although the site was
orignally designed as the boardroom for the college, located next to the Pres-
ident's Office, the community partnership that evolved among the college, the
city of Aurora. the Aurora Chamber of Commerce. and the Aurora Economic
Development Council spawned the idea of converting the boardroom to a
briefing center for profiling the community to potential relocation clients.

The concept centered around a leading edge audiovisual presentation,
complete with a laser disk video, a mouse-controlled menu, and computer-
based programming. The college agreed to allow the Aurora Economic Devel-
opment Council to have the highest priority in scheduling the 1-oom for clients
making site visits to Aurora. Thus, the boardroom became the Aurora Briefing
Center. The college has second priority in scheduling any activities other than
those involving an Economic Development C ouncil client

Mc city of Aurora and the Aurora Economic Development Council each
contributed matching funds to the upgrading of the briefing center. In addi-
tion. I lumana I lospital and Comprec are contributed to the project. In-kind
donations were gi en by NI. A Nlortenson. a contractor; International Design:
and the Development/Design Consortium. 1 he audiovisual package was fur-
nished at a discounted rate by C. imarron International a local media design
company

When a prospecti\ c t_ bent visits Aurora, the lust stop is the Aurora Brief-
ing Center This is where the audiovisual showcasing of Aurora is presented.
h provides maximum opportunity for the customized training office at the col-
lege to visit with a client about potential training needs, il required

1 he briefing center further provides a one-stop shopping package for the
hem and allows flexibility in profiling Aurora through a menu-driven audio-

visual production I he briefing centei also sei \ es as a ph \ sical !minder to
lull:11k 01 the nue partnet ship that exists among the :Whim I cononui. Devd-
ormem t mil( ii. I lie (.1tN...md the lllvcc
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Central Piedmont Community College. The state of North Carolina uti-
lizes an economic development strategy that relies heavily on training incen-
tives to attract new industry. For example, the state allocates resources to train
employees of new and expanding industries through a program administered
by the state's community college system. The program works as follows The
C,eneral Assembly appropriates funds each year for the new-mdustry program.
Administratively. the Department of Community Colleges receives the funds
and reallocates them to colleges based on individual project needs. These dol-
lars are expended not only to attract new businesses to North Carolina but also
to serve the needs of companies going through significant expansions.

Each community college that has potential projects in its service area
works locally with organizations that are interested in economic development
to make business prospects aware of the training services offered by the col-
lege Without fail, one of the economic development players is the local cham-
ber of commerce Typically. an economic.. development team is formed. Team
members Include, at a minimum, the college's new industry director and one
or more individuals from the chamber of commerces economic development
group. l'his team interacts with the potential client to make the company aware
of the training incentive package available to relocating firms.

As an example of how this partnership between the community college
and the local chamber of commerce works, the industry relocation team of the
Charlotte Chamber of Commerce recruited First Data Corporation to Char-
lotte. 'File company develops and sells complete software systems for health
care organizations. Part of the Mcentive for the move was the promise that
Central Piedmont Community College w ould provide extensive training for
First Data in order to enable its work force to reach productive skill levels At
present. Central Piedmont Communit College has delivered multiple t lasses
to almost every First Data employee Courses range from Introduction to C.ont-
pmer skills to t omplex stem Integration There is no tharge to the company
for this training

What are the benefits to each partner in this approach' For the c ommu-
nit \ ol lege. the 0111-A\ el- olwiou- E', onomit de elopment is part ol the c ol-
lege s mission. and establishment ot ties ith new industry leads to long-term
relationships ill whith the companies continually look to the college to meet
then trammg and edutation needs For the thamber ol tommerte. there is
at cess to a service that benefits its members For the t ompanv. the benefit:,
M', lode a k_omprellen:,ivc tiamnig pat.koge that int ludes in-depth training
needs anal.,is customized scrdenmg and evaluation. t urrit ulum development .
u,stomized tc 1.11se delivery and naming facilities and equipment And for the

communitN cii large the pail nership yields hu,iness And Indust growth.
Illort.

Redlands Community College. I '.ilrhtp ogiamming and training
0.- 0 Ile\ 10111101 ommunit cdilk attn condiAl thion:th loc a! c ommunik

OAc not a lotalk !icy,. Rico or tommunm ILL', .411\ IP, I or !tom it'
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However. it can present a "win-win- enhancement of experiences for all con-
cerned. Harlacher and Gollattscheck c1992) cited the building of communi-
ties as the new rallying point for U.S. community colleges. The term
COMM unity is defined as not only a region to be served but also a climate to be
created.

Redlands Community College in El Reno. in Canadian County. Oklahoma,
believes that leadership development has a direct tie to the quality of life avail-
able in a community and thus has a strong relationship to economic develop-
ment It is necessary to have a strong community to assist existing and new
businesses with access to services and to provide a high quality of life to their
employees. Redlands has gone even further in its climate creation by estab-
lishing and operating Leadership Canadian County. a leadership development
and networking program.

Forerunners of this county leadership program were team-taught leader-
ship courses that were pan ol a model consortium effort that included the Kel-
logg Foundation. the Phi Theta Kappa academic honor society, and pilot
community colleges nationwide. Based on this recognition of need for local
community-based networking, Leadership Canadian County evolved.

lust as business operations and educational institutions study change and
impact. I.eadership anadian County surveys various quality-of-life issues. In
order to ensure a blend of the actual and the potential. the leadership project
elicits responses. discussion. and recommendations on each topic Thus, infra-
structure or police and lire services nc: only are site-witnessed and discussed
lw participants hut also follow-up responses are given to various city and county
groups and councils stud mg the topic. This reality-based but free-thinking
design entails review in focused, concerned. quality-enhancement formats
where shared ideas and pooled resources can be tested for future application.

By making Leadership Canadian ounty an informed, committed. and
involved program. Redlands c_ ommunity Alegi: has given the county today
and in the .ear 2000 and be) ond a foundation to improve ns economic cli-
mate and its standard ol living for citizens of all ages. People with reality-based
ideas and talents tan create enthusiasm, desire, and the determination to pro-
pel themselves and their communities tort\ ard, thus allowing Canadian
Count to meet the challenges of the future in a shared, planned. and empow-
eied

anadian ouniv mcludes seven separate t ommunii ies. with an overall
populanon approathing one hundred thousand people. No specialized grant
or local college budget has been t reated and no release time personnel have
been assigned to this program. but a climate-building t ommument to enhance
Redlands c ommunitv i.. ollege by enhancement of the publics served has been
made based on a belief in people Redlands c ommunity Colkge agrees wnh
the c onmussion oil the I-uttue ol oinniunik Colleges t10881 that the inost
hallenging ta-1, before our ollege And ill ( ommunit olle ge in the lin tire

thu buildnig and iebuilding of oui t ommunnies to the ultimate end of build

C3
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ing learning communities that empower people to participate in cominuous
individual and community renewal- Larrv S De Vane. personal communica-
tionApril 19g3).
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As a result of the need of U.S. industry to become more competitie
with foreign markets, issues sin munding workplace litei acv have
emerged. In man.I. instances, our current work force is illiterate in
relationship to the new environment of the workplace.

Beyond Work Force Literacy:
The Hidden Opportunities
of Environmental Literacy

Bob (umming

What Really Happened to Put Us in This Mess?

Over the past ten years. a massive change has occurred in the American work-
place. one that has redehned the nature of work as well as the type of workers
needed. Essentmlly. three major factors can be seen a:, integral parts ol the
change and responsible f"or the United :slattS slow start toward becoming glob-
ally competitive The primary force driving this transformation was, and
remains, advancing technology (U S. Department of Education. 1Qt-).2)

II we had conducted a survey ol business and industry ten years ago and
asked the question -Are literacy issues a major concern in producnvity?- the
answer would have probahly been no Prior to the introduction of the com-
puter to the manufacturing arena. the majority of workers had a sufficient
level of basic skills required to measure. assemble and produce products
I low ever, once the computer and its related technologies hecame permanent

\tures in Mdustries across the nation and around the w orld. what formerly
suflieed as hasic were no longer enough I oda oi Leis arc required
to make complex decisions, operate sophisucated numencally controlled pro-
duction equipment and undet!stand new and nu ricate concepts such
as paiticipame management. statistical process control. and just -m-t ime
production

I he second factor affecting U compenmencss is training \\ lien the first
of the HO\ technologies woe 1111FOLIIked there w a- a glut of moll,cr, on t
111,111,t'l V, 1111 Applop11.1k -Is Ilk I niplo\ were able to selek t the lop andi-

5
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dates for these new positions rather than promote from within, thus hule
investment was made to provide training for the exisung work force. As a
result, both the employer and the employee lost and the competitive edge
slipped further from America's grasp.

On a colltsion course with these trends was the third lactor, changes in the
pool of future orkers. While technology continued to increase the demands
for higher basic skills, the number of available qualified workers had been
exhausted. eventy-five percent. of the people who will constitute the Amen-
can work force in the year 2000 are adults today (Chisman. Igtig) Employers
are reaching out to less qualified workers to develop entr -level work forces

S. Department of Education. I t-)02 \.
so now we know what happened. But, what are the solutions to this prob-

lem and how can we capitalize tomorrow on the investments we must make
toclac?

Environmental Literacy Versus Basic Skills Literacy

Thdav. literacy in the workplace has taken on a new perspective We no longer
can limit literacy to reading, writing, and the ahilit to perform mathematical
calculations. Workplace literacy encompasses mucli more, as highlighted in

e Bask.. The 1:111, Emplovets iCarnevale. Gainer, and NIeltzer.
L.I8I-0 -,c.ven specific skill areas were identified as critical to today's work force.

In addition to reading and writing and mathematics skills, learning to learn.
problem sok ing. self-esteem, teamwork, and organizattonal flectiveness arc
now included. [his is a prescription lor a NA ell-rounded worker w ho has
acquired a number of discrete skills and cc ho has the capabilitc to acquire more
sophisticated skilk w hen necessary kc.arnevale. taamer and \ leltzer. I O88)

Another way of looking at ibis .ncw,..\\ aye literacy- was presented to me
sec era] ears ago as CD\ tronmental literacc. which is the ability to lunc t ion
cc ithin a spCc Mc environment i Davis. 10801. For example. the first time e

trac el to a new city, we may not know st wet names OF locations of hotels and
Fol a short i)eriocl, we are illiterate within this new. environment. 'lak-

mi.; this same theory to the workplacc. we can sec that al, statistical procc'ss
control is intro..fuccd. the employee must learn how to plot charts. compute
mathenutic al equations. and repert significant lincliiig' f ntil t Famed and com-
fortable cc ithin this new environment the emploc cc cannot Rini non in a
totally literate manner

I hose \\Ito hact: e penencc in dealing \kith many different companies and
oiptli.:,11lon ha\ found thm the mtiorn\ requested recolve around
basic Ailk as mathematical computation or language compivhension and
ommunic anon ',wk.: iuplo\er ire oitl Iannliai w ith educational

Aluevemem as measured 1)\ uade levek. the\ ask dim the al,unt.notlal pto-
ttani 1111.. IC,INC the grade le\ el of the cmplo\ ce h \ a Tc, lit ,m,"11 I
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most experienced w orkplace instructors now regard grade levels as irrele\ant
for workplace programs. The preferred approach is to develop competencies
that relate directly to the tasks required in a specific ,job. Therefore. the mea-
surement is based on competence attainment or, in other words, increases in
the employees' environmental literacy.

Conducting Environmental Literacy Audits

Over the past tew years. I have had the opportunity tel won; on three separate
projects in which environmental literacy audits were conducted. These audits
e cue designed to identify the specific competencies of a Job that. when
attained would provide the employee tc ith the capacit to be both flexible
table to change jobs within the same organization) and mobile table to move
between organizations) I he audits met the employer's needs of determining
compan -specific competencies validated h elfectke employees and reducing
turnover tt hile maintaining a stable effective. well-trained work force in order
to compete effectively

Based on the aforementioned definition of environmental literacy, eight
individual categories tt ere surveyed. lob-specific skills, basic skills, preem-
ployment skills, work maturity skills. communication skills, learning to learn.
organizational ellectiveness. and teamwork skills Two instruments were
designed to conduct the audit *the first was a questionnaire. which was used
for multiple-level interviewing to obtain input from managers. super\ isors. and
emplot ees "I he instrument used open-ended questions to. hrst. solicit mitiall
direct responses to the formal items and then provide the opportunit to inter-
viewees for informal discussion and follow-up questions or response elabora-
tions. I he questionnaire moved, in order, from specific to general. from key
words to roles, from solt data to bard data. and from formal language to infor-
inal language esec l'xhiblt

The second instrument was an informal observation checklist of organi-
zational em nonment and behavior 1.1,0: I:Al-lit-Ill 21. L.SIng thl:, instrument.
the interviewer touted the w orksite and obserked multiple characteristics that
affected the w orkplace environ Mcnt

°het' the' audit!, wen' complete and the data compiled. a list of appropri-
ate skills arca,' wa, developed I he information derived from literacy audits
can asist the emplovei m the development ol ace urme lob descriptions and
emplocee ccaluation,. provide the cmplocee ith a sound foundation on
ek file h to build skills in -Teethe areas, and hut rush educatoi:, onipctcn-
( that eall 11,e'd iii de,igning cut ne ula I \ample:, of skill area, identified
iw literac audit of a medical front office include Ii knows terms connected

ith in,mance clod timents, i21 ategonzcs calk by c ontent person..ind action
iwecled. ;1 uses propel identification w hen answ eying the- te li.phone and
c,timate, ace mat& it:waited w mime, time lot patient-

C7
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Exhibit 6.1. Interview Schedule

Is there a written job description for this occupation?
Is there a copy available for use in this literacy audit?
What arc the five minor skills of an effective employee?

1. What are the five most impoitam reasoning/thinking skills of an effective
employee?

4 What are the five most important interpersonal relationship skills an eller-
live employee uses with fell( w workers and sipervisors7

5 What are five specific job skills that are most important to be an effective
employee?

(-) What are the five learning or training skills that are most important to be
an effective employee?
Does the organization use forms to doc ument tasks and activities?
If yes. what are the five written communications skills that are most
important to be an ifective employee?

8. Does the organization use a formal performance appraisal s stem?
If ycs, is the occupation under audit included in the system?
flow often are formal performance appraisals conducted?
tAnnually `-;en-nannuallv Quarterly Other
Does the organization use conlpany manuals?
lf yes. how are they used?

Orientation
Policies and procedures
Work directions
Other

It) Does the company have an organizational chart?
Is a copy a\ ailable lot- use in this literacy audit process?

I I Doc.; the company have a formal quality program?
II yes. what is the employees role in the program?

12 Rules ol the organization/business
Are the formal t for example. orientation nLinuaP I i or mlormal

What purpose do the rult s serve?
onformit\ Other

\\*hat assumptions about the relationship ol emplo\ ees to the business
do the rules suggest?
Do the rules suggest management or emplo\ cc attitudes/behavior,'
Does the business ha\ e rules lor dress/appearance?

Are the\ generall lollowed obser\ anon ?
V\ hat purposes do the set e?

. onformn \
What attitudes do they le\

low aid emplo\ ces?
low aid customets?

Do the ommunk at, the Land- 01 h I ii th
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Exhibit 6.1. tiontintietli

I 1 In Your own woals. what is the company's main purpose?
14 What key woids or phrases are used b employees regarding the compa-

ny's purpose?
I 5 What are the three most important roles of an effective employee?
10 How llt)(N an elk\ live employee ht into the overall purpose of the com-

pany?
17. I low does this spectlic lob relate to getting other company positions?
IS. Do you have any comments 01 questions you would like to add?

'I, I ).1% t 0 1 1 , : 1 1 1 Mg 1001

Exhibit 6.2. Informal Behavioral Observation Checklist

I Wliere is the kitation of the work actlytt in relauon to the rest of the
organization?

emral_ Peripheral__ Other
2 'Itrrotincling,

Is the ork area aaessible tdisabled) and easy to reach?
Is the worlK sek. tired? Are there locked doors? Fences?
No Frespassing signs? Visnor Report to 011tee signs?
Building guards? What purposes do they :-,erve ?

the security precautions suggest ;my underk mg assumptions about
the relationship between business and emplo ee
1.nviromuent
\\ hat are the archito. tural features ol di( buildingksN?
What kind if Cit. time :. does it seem to encourage?
\Vhat purposes let', the architecture seem designed to serve?
What kinds of special laohues does it have?
What kinds of oblects are vbable?

Pictures? 'signs? \\hat about?
fttt tie is/flags I roplues?
lottoes? List/quote)

\Vho :Ire the people pictured in the halls. on the bulletin boards, and
!Lulled in plaques in the business?
for what reasons are they honored?
What ,IFe the common charactensncs 01 these elliplo ces?
On the basis of these modek, can vou make any inferences about the val-

ues of the otgani:ational culture?

C
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Exhibit 6.2. (contained)
\\ hat kinds of attitudes do these items port ra

Rules/Regulations
Human activities celebrations. informal activities, and so on)
What kinds of activities does the business seem to honor in such
objects?
Does the environment suggest any inferences about the kinds of
acti% Hies the business values most?

How is the facility arranged internally?
Offices Cubicles Other

What assumptions about status do the furniture and arrangement sug\gest?
What is the interior decoration/appearance like?

Clean/niess? olorlul/dull?
Open/closed? ( :omfortable?

What lines of communication does the facility seem to encourage?
What kinds of behaviors do the facilities seem to encourage?
What kinds of equipment are available for employees to do their work?

I Up-to-date and so on? \
4. Organizational Activities

What kinds of rites and rituals are Performed at regular intervals within
the mstaution?
what seem to be the purposes .1.cse rites and rituak?
What organizational values do they reflect?
What kinds of smhols do they involve?
What roles do employees play in their performance?
What role do managers play?
Does the eommuna at large take any part?
What cultural behcfs do the rites and rituals encode and transmit to flic
employee?
lnterviewinginteraction kstle,;
Who poses most of the questions in the room?
Who does most ol the talking?
Do employees listen attentivel) to their fellow employees?
What kinds of activities do the employees spend most of their time per-
lorming'
What habits or solls do the,e activities develop or reinforce?
What mleiences would vou make about the information and the skills the

vAlles 111014?

What kinds of models oi behavior does thc business provide?
I low (1, emplovecc behave?
flow do emploees speak?
What (Jimat teristics do the\ ha\ C 111 k.0111111tIll?
In what do Me\ dillec
Additi.mal Notes

;111;i
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Identifying the Organization's Needs

When meeting with the company for the first time. the education provider
must keep in mind that the problem. whatever it may be. has probably been
ignored for some time. But now the company needs a solution yesterday and
\\ants the training to begin tomorrow so as to have a trained work force
next Monday. Unfortunately. quality workplace programs cannot he delivered
on such a short time line Careful consideration must be given to all phases
during the development delivery, and evaluation of any progi am, and there
must be a total -buy in- hy all parties within the organization affected b\ the
project. Without this buy in. the education provider will continually be bat-
tling with management pushing for shorter time lines, supervisors refusing to
release their employees for training because of work schedules, union officials
balking at the assessment and testing of employees, and employees showing
little or no interest because they Liii to see the relevance of the training to their
jobs For this reason, the development of a project planning team should be
the first oi Al- of business for the second meeting with the company

The planning team should consist of upper management (including
human resources). supervisors, union representatives, select employees, and
the education provider (including the curriculum developer) A comfortable
group of about eight to ten individuals will work nicely. The purpose of the
planning team is to oversee the enure project and deliver technical assistance
to the education provider. The team will make decisions regarding curriculum,
deliver\ schedules. employees to be served, evaluation methods, and, most
important. the desired project outcomes

The liNt task of the planning team is to identify the training needs Again.
the education provider should use caution if presented with a needs statement
that has been developed prior to the creation of the planning team. If this is
the case, key direct questions should be asked by the provider. For example.
what method waS used to identify the needs? Who was involved in Identify-
ing the needs? What t\pes of measurable data exist that confirm the needs? 11
these questions cannot be answered to the satisfaction of the provider. a for-
mal needs analysis should be conducted. None of the parties will benefit from
a program that fails to increase employee performance and job satisfaction. II
It Is necessary for the provider to conduct a formal needs analysis. se\ eral
issues should he considered First, and probably most important. the planning
team should play an integral part in designing the analysis lormat After all, it
is their business opt.' i Jt tot is and employees that will be analyzed

l.et us assume that the perceived problem invokes ba-ac skills issues Ill

conducting the needs analysis. the education provider must first identify the
lob tasks, including the basic skills competencies, required to perform a spe-
l. tli joh CHO. tivelv 1 hrough snmiltancous observations and inter\ iews ol com-
petent woikeis. Incal job tasks can be studied to determine the conte.t in
\\ hi( h ale pet formed and the thinking process used by workeis to appl
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literacy skills to task performance (Philippi, I t-N11. Some of the major steps in
conducting a needs anaksis include the Following:

St met twed interviews with management. supervisors. union officials. and
employ ees to determine their perspectives on the perceived problem

1 'Four ot the facility with special attention to the job area or production
process that appears to be alfected by the perceived problem

3 Review ol job desmptions tor critical task positions
4 Review ol pertmem written matenals, including manuals. signage. produc-

tion forms. company memos, and employee handbooks
5 Review of any mathematical computations that must he performed by the

employees and to what extent or frequency these computations are involved
in the job tasks
Identification or the communication skills required to perlorm job tasks.
including interdepartmental, cross-departmental and external customer
relations

7 Assessment of the importance ol problem solving, critical thinking, and
teamwork skills irk olyed in perlorming job tasks

Needs analysis is a specialized held in its own right It cannot be assumed
that basic skills instructors necessarily have the expertise to perform needs
analyses Illus, the individual who is assigned this task should be the same
individual who later develops the curriculum and has experience in conduct-
mg a needs analysis within a business setting. identifying basic skills criteria
and their application to specific lob tasks. working with culturally and educa-
tionally diverse populations, and developing human resources.

Once completed, the data generated by the needs analysis should be
reviewed by the education provider. These data w ill become the foundation
for any services provided to the organization and should be presented to the
planning team in an easy-to-read format. It is recommended that the report
include the lollowing components: executive summary. report objectives.
research methodology. problem definition, what, needs to be done to solve the
problem cc ho needs training, expected outcomes, overall recommendations,
and ey,duation ol piogram effectiveness

011ie the planning team has had the opportunity to review and discuss
I he iesults of I he needs analysis. the decision on how to approach the problem
is the next task [his is where clear and achievable project goals are developed.

hese goals slmuld be realistic in nature and address only the needs identilied
11\ the anal\ sis An\ attempt to go bey ond the identified needs not only can
open the process to new. unidentified problems but also may cause the proick I
to liii due to its inability to handle [ley( issues l'he next step is to develop a
Pr"Ics t lime line th.11 Pro\ ide Lugo date for ea( h go,if and performance mdi
at, Ts t demonstiate that the goals have been aclucyed
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Selecting the Correct Delivery Methodology

Several issues must he addressed in order to determine the appropriate pro-
gram delivery method The first step is to identify the individuals who will par-
ticipate in the training. Given that the needs analysis identified the tasks
required to perform one specific job, it can be assumed that the target popu-
lation will involve individuals within that job category, although it is entirely
possible that not all of those individuals will require training. In order to deter-
mine the actual program participants, an assessment of current skills in rela-
tionship to job requirements must be conducted.

Because of the shortcomings of most commercial standardized testsin
particular, these tests do not adequately measure the basic skills required on
the jobexperts recommend that lob-specific assessments be developed to
determine employee needs (Longnion. I 3g11. To further complicate die
process, many employers request the use ol standardized tests since they pro-
vide numerical values such as grade levels, which many employers believe are
universal definitions ol skill levels. Workplace experts agree that grade levels
have nothing to do with how skills trans.er to the job t moreover. there are
potential legal problems when standardized tests are used in the workplace).
In order to effectively measure the current skills of the potential program par-
ticipants. competency-based assessnient instruments must be developed.
Unfortunately, many education providers, new to the world of workplace edu-
cation feel inadequate in developing lob-specific assessment instruments, even
though there are numerous resources available both in the current literature
and through other workplace learning professionak. As a result, it has become
clear to these providers that professional development for faculty and staff is
critical to the successful delivery of workplace programs.

Competency-based assessment requires predetermined standards of per-
formance in defined areas Wongnion. ILN I ). The most effective instruments
include a series of questions. problems. or exercises directly related to the lob
tasks. For example. if the job requires mathematical computations of a specific
nanire, suc h as calculating percentages and converting the percentages to dec-
imal equivalents, the assessment instrument should include several exercises
of that kind Once completed by the participant. the instructor can evaluate
the results and determine the prolictenc le\ el as well as the specific areas that
need improvement. If the apparent need requires use ol a competency-based
reading assessment, the cloze procedure using lob-specific text may be appro-
priate n loze is derived from (lo\toc. meaning .10 omplete h encompassing-1
I his kind of test requires participants to form mental closures around 1111:,Isin,
pieces of information by using grammar and meaning cities from temliter-

filling in the blanks t.Ffuiftppt. lOLl 11 A participant's ahility to replace the
missing w ords is an mdicator ol his oi her level of understanding and corn-
piehen-aon ither instruments call also he developed by using specific read-
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mg passages Irom lob-related materials In conjunction with questions, or by
havingjob-specific materials read aloud and asking the readers to restate in
their own words the meaning of the materials In the construction of any com-
petency-based assessment instrument, the content oi the instrument must
reflect the findings ol the task analysis and relate to the objectives of the cus-
tomized curriculum.

Once the population of learners has been identified . specific instructional
methodologies can be reviewed and an appropriate deliver ). method selected
During this process. several issues must be considered. For example, when
working with a large population of individuals, an on-site classroom approach
may he the most effective in meeting specific training time lines. However.
when working with participants who are relatively small in number, such as
fifteen to twenty. and who are split into two or more work shifts, computer-
based instruction ma\ be the most effective Another consideration arises if the
compan has several different locations with no easily accessible central point
for training. Nlany companies will not accept proposals that require their
employees to travel to the training site. In these cases, a distance learning
approach may he the answer.

As t omputer and software manufacturers present new products to the
educational market, distance learning \ ra computer technology has become
more viable. For example, a customized curriculum package could be devel-
oped using one of the many 'authoring- software programs currentl) available.
Once the program is loaded onto a file server, the company for which the cur-
riculum was developed has direct access available for any ot their appropnate
computer workstations through the use 01 a modem This method enables a
college to transport a variet) of curricula to several companies all at the same
ume from a central location An mstructo need only monitor the progress of
eat.h 01 the d1,-Jance learnt:1'1, and communicate with them b) way of a bulletin
board s\ stein. In addition, the instructor could schedule on-sue visitations with
the individual learners as needed. .1 his approach could very well define one 01
the many new classrooms of the future.

in each of these cases, the expenenced provider understands that not only
is the antic ulum content different from that used in the campus classroom hut
the delivery may or ma\ not be led by an mst moor. [hese two issues have fos-
tered many heated discussions within the ranks ol academia. ',ome faculty wel-
come the new technolog\ and approach the possibilines lor change \\ ui
enthusiasm. while tnhers 11111.1111 boland to the textbook and classroom work-
place educat ton has brought to the forefront a variet) 01 expanding opportu-
times lor educ.atois 1-oi example. a 110. popuhuion ol students w ho would
piohabf \ itc vet emoll in a tradition-al program nom have the opportunity to

WHIM(' their education \\ ith the tarp. t of III,rea-Ing their ioh sec urity b)
becommg mote elle, \ e emplo\ ces I Indict-mow the expanding technologies
of th,tant learning. miciacti \ vldeo and \ Rleo disk piogranis and loll
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motion \ ideo supplied to the desk-top computer via fiber optics are changing
the ways in which educational programs can be accessed lw the learner

One of the most recent ackances in computer-based learnmg is the inte-
grauon of authoring software and basic skills programs for the adult learner.
Man\ educational :software vendors have promoted their computer-based basic
:kills programs as effective tools HI the workplace This Awn may he valid if
learners are primarily interested in improving their baste skills to achieve gen-
eral equivalency dtplomas I lowever. as discussed eather. true \\ orkplace learn-
ing, must incorporate eompetency-based instruction that is threetl rdated to
specific lob tasks. One vendor. realizing the need Lo relate t he basics to the
workplace. has effectively contbmed an authoring software package with the
company's baste skills product The authoring software allows an instructor to
develop a competency-hased workplace curriculum that intei:acts with the
basic skills program as needed b the learners. Now learners can receive work-
place instruction and improve their 'oh-related haste skills at the same time.

Customizing the Curriculum for the Workplace

As the movement toward providing workplace learning programs continues to
grow. so too does the need for qualified curriculum developers Nlam educa-
tion providers are finding that relativel few of their current fault \ have expe-
rience in curnculum development. This dearth of experience is not surprising
:.111ce man of the credit classes offered utilize one or mon: textbooks each from
\\ hich a course outline or syllabus is constructed and the delivery of instruc-
tion is lecture-based. \Vith a shortage of experienced curriculum developers.
education providers are discovering that prior to deli \ cring workplace pro-
grams, professional development for the faculty is a necessity Instructors with
previous work experience in the private sector ma\ find it easier to make the
tran:-Ation from the classroom LO the \\ orkplace and therefore to center then
instruction on learner needs rather than on what the\ believe should be taught

In workplace learning programs. the eurncula are determined b needs
anak scs and participant assessments Hom there perlornianee-based. func-
tional context curricula are developed Fhe terms pet bunion( e-basctl and (lin(
11011(11 1,nilAt are relativek new w ith the emergence of \\ orkplace programs.
Perlotmani.e-based refers to the learneN mastery of those tasks that have been
dcs:gnated essential for successful perlormance on the joh arnevalc. Winer.
and Veit:cr. 1088' Functional context I do!, to the use ol lob-related materi-
als and coni epts as the hasis lor training Propel I\ designed, the curriculum
\\ ill eliminate the gap between what the leatileis know and \\ hat the\ necd to
know to perlot m their lobs effectively

one cil the inapt meas. \\ hew fun, tional context c tat t icula me used H
\\ t kplai e I as a ond I mneti,ige f 'NI \\ hkit i tapidk N..0111111,4 a

,ignuticani naming net d m a wide at la\ h nitha,anc. II- growth i fueled lw
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the mereasmg numbers of non-native English-speaking immigrants who are
filling the ranks of the employed from manufacturing to service industnes. The
key focus of workplace Es1.. also commonly referred to as vocational ESL. is
to develop listening and speaking. reading. writing. problem solving, critical
thinking, and world-of-work skills bv integrating specific language functions
such as clarifying, following directions, and questioning and requesting strate-
gies withm the context of a lob- or industry-specific curriculum.

Us..ing the funcnonal context approach to curriculum development greater
emphasis is placed on teaching communication functions needed at work OS
\\ ell as on teaching the specific vocabulary and language structures needed

ithin the workplace context. Individuals from different departments and with
different .1oh titles can participate in the training at the same time by supply-
ing specific terms from their workls of work, such as names of tools, machin-
ery, processes. and concepts. In this approach. employees generate their own
workplace-specific contextual envn-onment. and the curriculum teaches them
to maneuver within n. lor example. to ask for directions to the first step in a
process. or to seek clarification or inlorm.0 ion about operating a particular
piece of ecttupment tsec Exhibit (-)

The most effective workplace I]:arning or literacy curriculum incorporates
techniques for building functional language skills along with a lows on teach-
ing the specific language that is found in the environment or context of the
workplace As the curriculum is developed the provider must determine how
learner perlorm,mce will be measured Since most workplace progranb are
short in duration, and management is looking for increased performance and
the bottom line, the learners performance becomes a titan \ issue. There is a
fundamental clillercnce between the views ol student progress m the classroom
and the expectations of learner performance in the workplace In the class-
room, it is w kick accepted that :,ome students will receRe grades ol A or B.
the nialont \ receive s. and the low achievers w ill receive Evs or How
ever. in the workplace. anythmg less than increased performance is unaccept-
able 'this difference rests on the identity ol the customer In workplace
piogi ams. the compan is the customer. nd the customer evaluates the
provider on the qualit \ ol instruction through the increased pet formance of
the emploce

hroughout the dcv...lopment ol the c tank ilium. the education provider
,hould ontinuallv meet \\ ith the planning team for several reasons I irst. the
plannmg lean) Is Mak up ol experts in the held l hey may not know how to
develop t c Link ulum. hut the can offer valuable ack icC regaichng content and
areas of imponanc hat should be included in the program 'second. the
gicater the extent to \\ lift ii the planning team 111\VI \ ed In the de\ eItTnlent
ptocess the giemer the I'M\ In by managemc ill union AK lak And eMpitm

lie teeIllis2, of \\ tiei liip k thc planning team can lacilitate all aspect.. ol
thc prole, t ithow this ke \ clement. the pio \ Him bc] c limed 1-1\
one opciational plohlc it ilimi anodic

1,1

0
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Exhibit 6.3. Workplace Language Skills and Vocational English
as a Second Language Training

Purpose. The purpose of this lesson is to teach the language functions of open-
ing a conversation and gathering information Some reference is made to the
workplace context through the integration of specific terms. including dee-
tronik s as well as names ol actual super% isors and emplovees

Examples of Starting Conversations and Gathering Information
\\ ith people you alread\ knov, onformal)

1 _foe! I need some information about Could you help mc?
2 Kathy, I %\onder if you could help me with this?

I lello I.upe. I need to get sonic information about
4 Adnana. do you have a few minutes?
5 Nena. I need some help with this. Is this a good time for vou?

With people you don't know (formal)
I:\cuse me. in name is and I N. ork in Electronics. I n,:ed sonic infor-
mation about
Hello. my mune is _ wonder If 011 could help me?

3. ExcUse me. my name is _ and lm Irom Nsposables I need to get some
information about

4 :Nt..1.1:-:e me. I.111 and I work for Kathy Smith ciould you help me find
out about

1 II rn\ name is _ I work in Electronics and Um trying to get some
information on Is this a good time f.n. von?

Examples of Conversational Practice Items for Students
Openings: Can I a,k you a few questions?
Asking for information I need to know

larilying and confirming. I'm sorry. I in not sure I know that
Clos,ng. Thanks lor our time. I really appret late n

Example of Practice Writing Activity
Question.
Answer (,ure. what questions did \ on h-ive?

2 Que,tion-
An,wer No. but I (.,,uld 'fleet \\ iii \ on at 2A)(.)

3 Question
Answer. \\ ell. spck ificafl. my oh is to repair thi. ot)(11.) models.

4 Question
Answer. For more information. on k.ould u \ asking, the super\ isoi iii

Dispo-Jhlel,
Quest ion
Ans.\\c, les some k \ample, of that produkt line arc the \lode!

and \Iodcl 8000

..r
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Evaluating Workplace Learning Programs

Evaluation of workplace programs is an ongoing process. similar to what is
called 'continuous process improvement- in the manufacturing industry. Eval-
uation consists of several different components all of which generate data that
will ultimately he used in the final report to the planning team Provider:, nukt
continually he aware that performance is the bask on which the program will
he judged 1 he e\ aluation process is not a component that can he addressed
at the end of the program It must bc a continuous strand. measuring qualu\
and pertornunce throughout the protect he evaluation process is formative
111 the sense that it is continuous. allowing for adjustment of plans. realloca-
tion of resources, and other management decisions. The process is also sum-
mauve in that it ineasures 'he effeetiveness of the program in meeting the goals
established b the planning team. An ellective evaluation process includes the
follow ing elements:

AualL tq lion tl:, nwgi wii 17t cr. the pn'i' i goals Throughout the rroicti.
the evaluator should determine if the implementation protess is meeting the
estahlished project goals II there is a significant ditlerenc.e h-.1\\ eeri what wa,
planned and what is Occur-mg. steps should be taken to adtust the process

Pic- and posuctuN of all pa) itt !rants 1 he instruments designed for this
process should include job-specific tasks. The process is ideal for the provkler
io measure the effective learning that has taken place during the mstruc non
In addition, the data heeome performance Indic ators. \\ hit. h th t. provider can
use to validate the quality of the training program.

tetion-lefelem ic\taig during inNti itt non. Ihe instruments designed ale
administered throughout the instructional program \Vali a preset L iiterioti.
usuall\ expressed as a perk entage of items correct or a percentage of ohjecn\ es
m 1-iered. the results will indicate the paint wants' degree of mastery of tasks

ident Med in the performance objeetives
ti HaeLl into\ len '-;tutable \\ ith indi\ kluak or small groups. these inter-

\ ik.'\\ s are designed to record the perceptions of partit !pants. super\ kors. and
managers regaiding the goals of the \\ orkplace progranl. the tvpc of activities
that should be int hided. and ho\\ the\ would know V% hen a participant had
mastered the objectives 1001' These inter\ ie \\ s are part of the hu \
in process and add to the feeling of ownership by the organization

proce,,s help-- the e\ Anatol determine the
effectiveness of instructor training and the \ alue of spec iht instilk Ilona] aL ti\
mcs In oidei to t!rat t onclusions regarding planned versus actual outcomes

Pai (1, ipow \ flicse C1/4- ate cli!-P,411Ctl to obtain the pai ticipants
leasons lot 1.1king die pogrom and to detern. e if the piogiam is meeting thc

ipants nedds I his process Ina\ pio\ kle 1.1e e \ \\ !di different per
specti\ es on tlic click ti\ elk ss and %aloe of ilk trainnw -Ante thc data lent LI the
pat tic ipant- p,,ints of \lt t\
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.Supen !sot stir-1-(y,, These surve\ s provide a basis for determining whether
the workplace progn:un resulted in improved lob performance Typically. these
surveys are conducted both during training and approximately six months alter
training

Implementation of an evaluation component requires appropriate plan-
ning h) both the edueation provider and the company served. It is important
to look at the implications and impact that the evaluation process has on the
business. the provider. and, most important. the program participants
tl.ongnion. 1,-)g I I he following ilreas should be addressed in the final report
to the planning team: executive summary. program mission and goals. instruc-
tional process used program participants. participant exlx:Tiences and out-
come,. pielimmary evaluation of program effectiveness. and recommendations
Ior additional training and services.

Unexpected Outcomes from Workplace
Learning Programs

It is erroneous to think that once the trainin, has heen completed .md the Hal
report presented. the results of the proied \\All only be seen in relationship to
emplo\ cc performance Fnere can be many unexpected and positive outcomes
from workplace programs, some more subtle than others. For example. as :1
I e:-1.111 of the planning and de\ elopment process. both management and
emploees should have a clearer perspeet lye on the organization's goals and
'mitre dneLtIon Possibl for the hist [Ink'. emplo\ ees have seen that manage-
ment does eare about performance and qualw. and 15 willing to support
emplo\ ee-traming programs his realization helps build the emplo\ ees. sell-
esteem and. therefore. reduces barriers to future training \ lanagement. on the
othcr hand mav realize the importanee ol investing III their \\ ork force

hrough quality training based on a functional context approae h. training ume
Lan he iedueed hi, pro\ iding instruetion that is meaningful to the emplovee5.
thus enabling them to experienee a (Ince t transler Lif the envnonmental liter-
ae\ :-.1silks the\ are learning to the workplace tasks they perform (Philippi.
log employees become more produc \ e, their mohilit \ through the
organization is enhaneed and their \ alue to the organization is increased

I here are ako meaningful outcomes that Lan be Inked to the needs anal\
-is I hiough identihe anon of spei ihe lob ta...les mid the periormanie ek,

requned to be elfertne. p dot mane e L nteria Lan be developed and used to ere-
ate all (Met II\ e ,Ind legal emplo \ ee evaluation I hb, information Lan ako be
uscd to e leaie or update lob Lle-e riptions ni a mannei that .1L.L.L.Ilaleh Rile\ l
the leq1111e111011, and ',kin I LH, needed tot pee

I Walk. Ihe 311,11\ \ also identil\ the need to modth Hist mown man-
uals so that Ihc\ (Ill he INed diet \ (1\ I .HImulithitck. mo,4 niuni,ul Lre

IL II al .1 ickci link. II IlIght.1 01111 OW the aver.i,e employee
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This may he due in paa to the writers inability to adjust their writing skills to
the comprehension levels of the users. This discrepancy is most commonly evi-
denced in computer manuals Nlany companies have found that by rewriting
these documents. the employees effectiveness can be increased without jeop-
ardizing the proces, that is heing explained

Conclusion

rhe I lilted ittcs is Ill the tenuous position of wanting to remain 3 world eco-
nomic giant but lacking a work force that can compete in foreign markets For
years. employers were reluctant to provide training to their emploees for fear
that once trained the employees would seek higher-paying jobs Employees.
on the other hand became comfortable within protected union environments
and appioached training Vt ith a -max be tomorrow attitude loclar. however.
many things ha% e changed to hring these two, sometimes very opposing.
groups together as one in their mutual battle for survival. NNe have learned that
toda s teLhnology moves rapidl I rom olte compute! chip to another and in
its %sake systems, procc ,ses. and jobs are affected

Education providers must embrace these Lhanges as opportunines to pro-
s ide professional dexelopment for their staffs, design ness and ach-aiked edu-
cational methodologies and delis ci -.terns. and. most important provide
customized training to a work force that must move into the twenty-hist ccii-
iur cont ident of its ahilit to produce qualit services and products.
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Training for trade must become a community college priorit. in
preparing the U.S. work Joyce for the increased global nmi ket of
the twenty-first century. Community colleges across our nation

SCIIC as an effective, (I aining-for-ti acle deli ery system.

Training for Trade:
A Partnership Strategy
Jac k N. Wismer

.: !Ilk .II I to; I t.lt,Oti-. Ilt \ ..IId '01 . \MCI k

-1)0IC.... I \ CI% I ItIit. it III I i\p0I'l- LICIlk ,Ikt ,t1l)t1
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I he l'Imed ',tate, will continue to be challenged bx the mai Let ilk1 woik ilirLe
demand:- ol a global cc onom\ lor the tw ent -first, cent lir\ It will take \
pi11110,/11p. and po sistcti, c !or AIIKTIL all companies to he successhal competi-
tors in the international liLli ketplace

Peter l)rucker ha.; been quoted ,t iavini., that there are two kind, ol
employer,- tho,e who under,tand the necessity ol an international cc onomy
and those who undeistand unemployment Fortunately. we are living in a time
w hen hu,ine,s. rv. and education understand the k mica', need lacing
Amerk a lor a skilled trained. and educated work loRe I he time 1, ripe
lot American conmmnity colleges to hecome more proacme and make a
commitment to the ekonomk de\ elopment initiatives that w ill 1,limulate com-
nitinm growth e,pck 'Ay international education and haming-loi-trade

I he .\ mei ic to \,,ok iation ommumt% ollege,...17, part ol its mis-ion.
suppoi t, int leased cull iL ulum emplia,a,, on international acid inteR nit oral
ethic anon In it, ,tiatcgic leport onowoilllc, 11 11011 lot a N(

Iii the 11111111,,1011 011 OW111111111\ ( olk .4t IL)'iK . I)

'late.' that the 17oal ,Ilould he to ink lea-c- inlet national aw mem
I,. nue, -eminai.- and \\hC Ii ii'pl't'liliI inn I tanon,i1
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We have a responsibility to develop global awareness and work force skills
among our students and business community -To meet the needs of commerce
and industry lor a more sophisticated and globally competitive workforce.
American business is again turning to community colleges- knheld. Foster.
lamm. and Lee. I LNii p 15).

Training for Trade: Community College Role

Why should community colleges provide international trade education and
training? Today. global competition impacts almost ever\ business or industry
through the international market of services and products. Students and busi-
ness employees must develop the necessar skills to compete in a world mar-
ketplace.

ommumb colleges. bL then mission. have .1 responsibilib to serve their
communities and prepare the work force for the twenty-1 irst century A key
role of every community college is to serve area citizens and businessesour
customers. constituents. and taxpayers

cilobal competitiveness often triggers corporate restructurmg. dow nsizmg.
and a focusing on continuous qualib -improLement efforts. as well as height-
ened efforts to globalize companies and Hkrea.....e exporting ol produc ts Amer-
ican comivnies are now recognizing that to succeed tomorrow. the must
succeed in a global economy International trade is an excellent opporninn
loi economic growth and lob creation

Lc) meet the competitive challenges ol a global economy American corn-
:numb colleges can better Se ie busines, and industry 1-)N, piomoting interna-
tional trade awareness and providing the training needed to create .1

world-class \L ,wk force (min-ninny colleges continue to demonstrate a track
recold of customer-responsiveness in delivering quality training services to
business and indu-tr\ Katsmas and I aces 1080. pp 11-I 4 ) pointed out that
American businesses are looking more to commumb colleges as an ellectbe
training deli\ erL s\ stern because the are alread\ in place to provide (wain\
education and training progi arils .11Id ser\ ices to meet the changing economic
needs

important commumb colleges ha\ e a it:spot-1..11)Mb to IL k ils 011
Hlk itising international tiade education skills and thus to prepare a ,killed
\cork loRe lor businesses to compete in a global ec. onom\ ommunn L 01_

lege!, must take a leadei hip role HI pn,viding international education oppor
t unn le!, and promoting training-tor trade program-. I raining lot trade loc use,
on thiee application, b pul\ 'ding I international trade naming to emplo\
ces of hil,ine,e. and -Indent, ho di:sm.' to gam export or import knowledge
and -kills. 2 ledink al trainnh:, assistance 1-1\ woi king H1 p.mnership 11h goy-
, iiiiiitiii tiiilt nid oi II, cilut ,01.11 It Iiiit.t to c\poll Anicikan plod

and till .iiioiiil 0pponimin, - io tud, iii t HI cn- and
in, Icain abont Intel national languagc- u!tom- , Mum- \\
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js comnumit «)IIcgc educators, are laced with an ext inng challenge and
opportunity to help oin «mummifies and businesses prepare the woik force
for a c hanging global marketplace

Building Partnerships: Strategies for Success

While economic development is an integral part ol the commututy (ollege mis-
sion. the goal of establishing the necessaiv pannerships and strategies to max-
imize resources is I. lineal to the success of international trade education
programs lituldmg partnerships is key to implementmg a successful training-
lot tiade piogiarn hree strategies can help us a( Ineve

Step 1: Building Support Within the Colkge. I he college should estah .
c rosslunctional task [oat: to de \ clop a comprehen,ace plan that

addtesses all ol the needs of international education and naming at the col
lege .1 he task force needs representatton 11.0111 college admint,nation. corpo-
ate ;.Ind ommunitv development . lust rtic lion, and student servce

An important task of a cross-lurk nonal college team is to develop snared
goal, that will heneht the «dlege and the community At I ake \litluo,an Col-
lege, seven goak ol tlus kind were identified. I 1 to infuse a glohal petpectiee
In all mollege Lotuses lor mternanonalizing tile curriculum, (.21 to expand Intel
national student -,ervkes h\ focusing on the collepp, existing international stu-
dent organizatton and developing additional support services, I 1) to develop
institutional and instructional ennchment materials that (an he used as Nil of

Nimg k onNe to stimulate an awareness 01 Intel national trade: to pro-
vide ,t,111 and student support development. experienc cs. and cv hange
oppoi tunnies that enhance pet sonal involvement and Aeompltshment and

;,,lobal awareness. m 5 to implement .111 Intel national huslne,s etitcr
to promote midi national Had(' aw meness ,ind provide training sei vices loi
iegional ht1-111(..'s in southwest MI( lugan. (01 to expand international edit-
canon ono mg ni montmumg edit( anon areal- to hettet egional hmim

and cmplo\ cc,. and 1 to do. clop elfem nve mai kettng strategies and
re-ow-cc mato ials to support the promotion of internal intl trade awareness
Rased on these -e\ en goak Im non plans w ete developed. including grant pro-
poil 0 oh1,11/1 lunchng sollrtt's a \\ implementanon modek fom Intel
nationalizing existing curricula and continuing education programs I he

importance ol the task loice i.ont ninc h.) foster coopeiation and commitment
ii collegewide opal,

Step 2: Economic Development Partnerships. 1. ommunit olleges
ac toss die nation ;tie nov. rec,ignizing the importanie if loiniing alliances w Itli
husinesses. government agencies. and loc II chamhers of commerce to meet the
( hallengcs of a global mai ketplai e essful traming fortiimle progt ams
mcolce part ,imong husines and indusm, edit, at ion. and go\ ern.
mem I hese partnerships are often referted to a- c 0110111k U velopmem 111

rkth I 100

r
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By working in cooperation with government, business, and industry com-
munity colleges can develop traming-for-trade programs that develop compe-
tencies for students and bus:ness employees. These partnerships also help
community colleges promote and fund programs that serve to strengthen local
economic development. For example, the partnership for the International
Business C__enter at Lake Michigan College works cooperanvely with the
U.S. Department of Commerce/District Office. Michigan International Office.
Berrien County Economic Development, and Cornerstone Alliance (local
chamber of commerce), which serve to cosponsor programs and provide trade
assistance.

Step 3: Advisory Boards. To gain commitment for traming-for-trade pro-
grams. community L:olleges can establish advisory boards from business and
industry and economic development organizations Advisory boards can pro-
vide valuable input into the development of training programs that increase
the international skills of their employees. Members can also be extremely
helpful in promoting training programs and serving as instructors for training
modules.

At Lake Michigan college, the International Business Center Advisory
Board meets quarterly to review programs and international trade education
services and to provide suggestions for success. Fhe board represents small
export companies to Fortune 100 corporations and includes export managers.
vice presidents, and presidents of companies.

lo summarize. both internal and external partnerships are necessary to
tmplement successful training-for-trade programs

Delivering Effective Training Programs

I he discussion below el some of the current community L ollege traming-for-
trade programs highlights a canct ol effective praetices

Central Piedmont Community College. In the 1080s. with a soaring
trade deficit and a changing manufacturing base. c.entral Piedmont Com-

munity ollege recognized the importance of learning the basics of export
trade to help North Cal olma businesses Mir\ lye As a result. Central Piedmont
has developed innovative training piograms in response to the needs of busi-
ness and industr%

flaming-fon-trade and continuing education couises in international trade
and language tfamlng are pioviding die business commumi w oh qualm.. Lo-A-

ellecove t raining. I he college L. urrent Iv olleis a ment .0km-hour non, ledrt
program. including I cller' of Credit Principles and Documentation, Intern,i-
ilon,d Mat Leung. and tw o iran,portat ion coltr-.e,

'Waukesha County 'Technical College (Wc.rc.). in \\ It . in
r0kaukee. isconsm. launk-ncd an Ink Ifialional rad(' program Tik offering
hoth iii i.ines dcgiee and continumg education naming seminar, 11..: tan
Llei naming kshops foL use, on the ncd ol iii ne, hni, al and
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clerical stall of companies whose growth depends on expanding their markets
to other countries.

Two of wucs most successful workshops, -Export Documentation and
Payment Nlethods- and "Moving ( argo Internationally.- provide practical
hands-on training that is transferable to the workplace in addition. WC IC has
developed forty export training videotapes with learning guides, which have
been marketed across the United States and Canada.

St. Louis Community College. Recognizing the importance of provid-
ing export assistance to the business community, St. I ouis Community Col-
lege collaborated with the U.S. Department oi Commerce. World Trade Club.
and Nlissoun District Export Council to assist small- and medium-size busi-
nesses that want to export products or are interested in expanding export
markets

Export readiness clinics were de\ eloped to assist new -to-export compa-
nies By assessing export potential. matching products with export markets,
and conducting training \orkshops on marketing, sales. documentation. and
financing. The were funded jointl% by the t Department or Edu-
cation I ale Vl-B. Business and International Education Program) and St.
Louis Community College The workshops feature practical, how -to sessions
with experienced practitioners in international business. I. completion
of the clinics, an export business plan is developed lor each participant's
irm.

North Seattle Community College. I he International Frade Institute
hounded in 1087 to fill the gap in international education and thereby

respond to growing market pressure from the international business commu-
nity to provide practical training for global trade. I he institute is a resource
center that provides professional training services in international trade.

With input lrom an advisors. hoard, a thirty-credit certificate in interna-
tional trade program was designed for business cm ners. employees. and entre-
preneurs he ceruhcate courses include Eundamentals ol Export. internationA
I rade cieograph. Practical International Marketing. cultural Imperatives in
International Business. and International Transportation In I Q88. more than
eight hundred Seattle arca residents paincipated in classes and training \ orE-
shops Hie institute also piovides contractual training servic es tailored to mdi-
%idual business needs

Portland Community Colle"e. n all hu!-,ince:-.t.ontribute
to Oregon's econom\ I he small -usiness International *Inuit% Program was
estahlished in lamiar 1086 to provide comprehensne t ranting service- that
assist small hu.-:inesses in world trade It repre:ent; in eltect lye partnership at

rot °and ( onmilnlit` .\ lth the t ',mall Business Adnumirmlon.
t)iegon 'small Business PCs elopment eruct \cm oik and (*)re;,..iin L01101)10
I.)e\ ch T1110111 Peparlmilll

du. seveial tramino, pro,41,nn,
li-hed hi help me in inter n.imionil 11.1(1c

S. 5
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Funli .I. an introductory seminar for businesses considering international
trade

Dade Inesclav a series of international trade classes helping small businesses
enter export markets, expand existing international trade, and train key
employees

Intel 141[1011(11 Incubator an intensive lour-month program of class work and on-
site counseling benefiting companies ready to export into international
markets

Regional Tr ode Count a statewide network administered through the Small
Business Development Center to hulk] a coalition of pnvate and public inter-
ests to focus on international trade development

Intel national Small Btimccs IA( have a business-to-business exchange program
created to foster international trade opportunities with countries through-
out the world

Lake Michigan College. In It-NO, the Corporate and Community Devel-
opment Division conducted a survey that identified a minimum of 121 busi-
nesses engaged in international trade distribution. As mentioned earlier. the
International Business Center was established to work in partnership with Cor-
nerstone. Alliance Berrien County Economic Development. Michigan Interna-
tional Office, and the Department of Comnierce to promote international
trade. An advisory board of businesses and economic development agencies
was formed to provide guidance to programs and services.

Funding awarded from the L'.5 Department of Lducauon aide VI-B.
Business and International Education Program \ enabled Lake Michigan Col-
lege to expand as International Business Center to focus on international edu-
cation export training programs. As a result the center has implemented
the following progi anis and services to benefit the business community:

!Apo? I Ad\ anlage. an international trade certificate plogram developed to
increase know ledge and skills for employees about international business
praetices

hdde \\ ;it kNII(T a series of practical. how -to workshops on doing
business with \leme 0. lapin. (1ennany. and other eouni nes. providing husi-
nes, employees a foe usecl approae h export mail:cis

Intel natioliell nucnic,, liddc Ice a follow-up stu e designed to idemil
pioduets markets and m:r \

manorial bode a eolleetion of ovei I 8 \ ideotapcs.
audiotapcs. and I 50 into national lade rt Hen, icsoine es 1,1 assist fat idly
students. and die business eommunite

I It cf L'll -paccd. i ci \\ oils-hop id o ii aini i i module'
de signed to icmloie e the -to ee,,ileshops nd to me lease the km M ledge
and 01 students and e Inploece
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College of Du Page. Skilled in training and responsive to th .ong-term
business development needs of local companies. community colleges are
strategically positioned to prepare businesses to export successfully. The Inter-
national Trade Center is part of the Business and Professional Institute at the
College of Du Page, pros Kling training and technical assistance to small- and
medium-si:e firms.

The goal ol the trade center Is to target businesses k ith export potential'
by providing training stn.\ ices. Its cost-recovery training piograms and services
supply resources not readily available elsewhere The centerS services include
a trade information clearinghouse of guides to exporting and I 'it) country files.
technical assistanee in markeung products to key markets, trade lead identifi-
cation and dissemination, and training-for-trade edueation workshops. One

orkshop. "flow to Sell Overseas... a series of tell evening sessions designed
to develop international skills. The series is developed in partnership with the

S. Department of Commerce. small Business Admmistration, Illinois Depart-
ment ol Comme,-ce. and College of Du Page. As an outcome of the workshop,
the centerS stall \cork with participants to develop an export marketing plan

Middlesex Community College. In I Q87, in response to a heightened
and expanding interest in international trade opportunities by local business
and mdustry. liddlesex t.'ommunit College. in Nlassachusetts. conducted a
comprehensive survey of area firms to ascertain the training needs and sup-
port t,ervIt.e:, necessar to develop these opport Un H les A direct outcome of
the survey c as the development of a variety ol Irmo\ ative initiatives. Includ-
ing international trade degree and certificate programs: short-term seminars
on a variety of trade issues: faculty and student exchange programs cc fib Rus-
sia. I tungar). South Africa. lapan. and the People's Republic of China. an
active visiting scholars program. and a brand' campus in the People's Repub-
lic ot China.

In December I Ot4,2. ommunit ollegc opened the brmik h
campus in c lima I his umov,uive program pro\ ides intensive. short-tei
Ilont !edit tOlirst.'s tor go\ ernment olliciak and entrepreneurs. I he
program has been described bc one faculty member as apitalism I ill I hese
courses ale vers focused and utili:e a -coolThook armload' stressmg ho\, to
convert Iron" a planned to a I ree-maiket s\ stem included in the course oller-
mg, are \lai. rot:L. onoinit !mimic i,il Alk ounting. i strate-
gies. and International h ade Lich course ,onclucics cc ith the awarding of 3
tC11111k,IIC

All in,truction i dellyt.n d iii I nghsh and then ti anslated bc um el mi c

kiMned inlerprcttl, 111-41th_lIola material,. 0\ et heads and handouts ale
bilingual I he I,u tilt\ hac, found the \

pietei- to be mole elhoein than minall\ antic ipatc
I h 0111,1." haw bcen Pvco, hied in hoin polinv.. 3nd Inxin \\ tilt Achn,,n.,1

dillcd to orcrt itt Qimingd.10 Ileh" ,,nd Km,"
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fsland. The courses Atered on a fee-per-ixinicipant basis and have provided
a sigmheant and expanding revenue stream for the college.

Training Services and Resources

ltuernational training-for-trade programs may differ at commumtv colleges in
the kinds of programs and services offered: however, they locus on the COM-
mon goal of providing quality edtkation and training in promoting interna-
tional trade Access to training-for-trade resources is necessary to strengthen
international trade programs Communit colleg,s can obtain computer soft-
ware and vtdeotape-, and participate in professlonai international trade associ-
ations.

National Trade Data Bank (NTDB). N'I DR is a one-stop resource tor
international trade and export data from fifteen I. * federal go\ ernment agen-
cies NTDB contains over one hundred thousand documents. including basic
export documentation that is released month! \ on (7D-RONI at a reasonable
cost NI DR is a valuable resource tool for commumt\ colleges in their efforts
to aist business and industry customers For more information, contact the
I. * Department of Commerce at t2.02) 482-1080

Company Readiness to Export (CORE). rhis computei progiain guides
ornpam through a series of questions to determine comnutment

producN. and target markets. Based on respones to these questions. CORI.:
provides an assessment of the readtness ol a compan\ to export in a global
marketplace 1.or more information. contact Michigan tate t .ruvcr7,ii \ Inter-
national Business Center at 1517) 1=)1--)

National Association for Small Business International Trade Educa-
tors (NASBITE). I his national association serves to improve global compel-
iii enc., ibm ough effective educ anon and training. With an emphasts on
how-to programs to promote international trade. NA!-;Ill I I' offers the follow
ing training benehts for members spec ialized international edtk anon and
Hainino, ork,hop, mid .i ct. ess to trade 'c tir.e UL h as curricula. Louise out-
lines. and video materials. I ht. annual otifereilL e gives communit \ colleges
the opportum to ,hare mloimmion on programs and resources Tor further
information. Lont,i, t NABil I at 1' :2.2

Looking to the Future

lircat. to and orpoi flaunt.. m Awl k a, eL onomi, elopment ate oming
hom mole than one duecn, n technolog\ Lhange \\ ork forcc demographic s.
,And Ioii,il compenuon that requires trammg and rct raining .1mcric an c om
nlliIlil\ nut,t t,111 ,tudt nt uhf hu,u)c-, (ommu
nit \ 101 a num 1.1 ph, I

irM111110, 11,1 trade 1-, Ii' tl \ rd.th Li to tht. ,,,ninturnt 1ileg 1111,1011
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munity colleges must take a proactive role to serve aduh learners, oltr cus-
tomers and taxpayers. beyond traditional international study programs and
focus on lifelong learning skills that improve employee productivity

Joyce S. Tsunoda. chancellor for community colleges, l'niversity of
lawan. in addressing the 1088 annual meenng of the National Council on

Community Services and Continuing Education. emphasized Ole role of com-
munity colleges in international activities. Fraining for trade is huilt on the
thesis that the economic development of a nation depends on well-trained
workers and that community '_ oilleges. with their traditional partnership with
industry. with their emphasis on local economic development can and
ought to he in the forefront of the nation's response to meeting international
trade competitiveness- (Tsunoda. lQ8Q, p. 3. Training for trade must become
a conmiunity college priority in preparing America's work force for the twenty-
first century. Community colleges across our great nation can serve as an dice-
nye t raining- for-t rade deli% cry system
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13v assessing the cultural climate of an Organization as (I fir st step,
education providers am gather essential baseline information
about an organization and hence provide a guide for more skills-
specific assessment. enrliCulliin dEl'elopment, deli% cry, and
C\ alnation.

Environmental Workplace
Assessment

Jacques Bernier: Nancy Jackson, David Moore

An environmental workplace assessment is not onk a valuable tool in devel-
oping custonuzed training hut also a necessity if problems are to be identified
and lasting changes .calized The purpose of the workplace emit onmental
assessment process is to gather data to assist in determining how employ-
ees in the organization view the assigned tasks and the environment in which
those tasks are aceomphshed and i 21 to anal\ ze the data and the organtzanon
to enhance the de' elopment ot the work force and the qualuf ol the work
environment

.1 he eMnvenes, ol a customized training proce,,,, depends on a carelulk
planned and custonuzed a,sessment lt) execute an environmental workplace
assessment. the educ at or should consider the folloft ing six questions in the
planning state \\hat process 'till Idd best result, trannng in the organiza-

chstissioii ni individual inierviecc,? \\'ho mild he Nest to con-
cluc t ti ac ihiate the as,essmentc ompan ot college olliciak in some
eombination? Ilow ft ill the data he gatheredft mien surf ef s. group ch-c us-

OF a (0111h111,111011' ii iVc long 1 ill it take to complete the ptoees-.? What
is the e \tent ol the assessment. and hot\ man\ aspeets will it meastme and to
what depth? I low ft ill tl le c..0.1 11 .)1. anal\ _ed. summai iced presented and
utilized?

!-,ef end ii ec t-111 he utilized to owailLation 1 ht. -1,e and
mum( 01 the organranon determine ft hat t onillmation tt di V, ol N bc,i I lit

ir ph 'k t aid !Milt ichiil mhy I it I, de-c I lit cl 11(
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Group Process

The advantage of the group process is that it enables the educator to collect a
great deal ol information in a short period of Mlle and maximizes the amount
of participation It is quite straightforward The object is to gather data Irom a
cross section of an organizauon in a group setting. II the organization is small
enough. the ideal is to have the whole population participate in the group data-
gathering sessions If this is not possible. a significant sample of the popula-
tion is required. The groups should also be formed cross-functionally to enable
the members to view the organization from a variety of perspectives.

Individual Interviews

While it can be expensive . the individual interview is best advised when the
situation warrants it. II the college representati 1ve :Ce.s tnat the group process
is inadequate to bring to light deeper problems. individual interviews repre-
senting. a cross se( non of the organization should also be conducted. Often the
"hidden- problems remain hidden in a group setting. Insights into interper-
sonal and int rapersonal r:onimunication are often best gained through inch-
vidual interviews Management's perspeL lives are also easily gained in this
mariner

Selection of Moderator

'selec non ol a pro(ess moderator oi lac ilitator i mical to the interview
pro( ess I he individual must have e\perience in managing groups 'Ube selec-
tion (.an be made from within the organization or an e \tcrnal Lonsultant ma\
be used Obit:L.11\1i \ i the critical element -1 he daia collected and anal zed
must be 1 ree from org,mizational bias

Data Gathering

Data gathernig ( an be a(Lomplished in br.unstorming sessions that
not mall\ last one hour Car h session I he sessions L.111 be facilitated by either
an intei nal or e \tei nal resourLe I he following generally .kcepted rules of
bramstoi ming ma\ he used \ eryone (owl tbutes ideas never ( ntii ize ideas
of othi r gioup members. and icLoid ideas of members as stated without inter
pietation Abel the Namstorming session the data arc IC\ ICNAcd. edited and
Ws( ussi d up

It is mipoi tam to keep in mind that the iiH ii.iiiii ili 1it d in gioup ol
Ii indicidual mire, scssion.. p .unsilicc and ti iii onlidcntialm nm,t be

:nannamcd I beieloie 111111, data gatheling Thui th, fa( bum meo. make
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it clear to the participants that the information will be presented in a manner
that does not identify individuals or specific groups. Rather, the information
is a reflection of the thinking of the individuals or groups from whom the data
w ere gathered

Time Required to Obtain Data

Normally, the group assessment process can be accomplished in two sessions
for each group of approximately ten to lifteen The sessions are conducted one
or two weeks apart if the sessions are conducted more than two weeks apart,
momentum is lost and time should be spent to ruiew both the process and
the results of the previous session.

Individual interviews can vary in length but generally should not exceed
one hour and frequently can he accomplished in censiderably less time. To
help obtain quality data, time should he allowed for establishing ground rules.
confidence, and trust.

Extent of Environmental Assessment

.As the term envuoninental a.scwilent suggests. the interest is in all aspects of
an employee's work life and work environment To conduct this type of assess-
ment then, data must he gathered that address hoih of those areas we have
found that a series of open-ended questions yields a wealth of information that
we can use in the process I he types of questions include, but are not limited
to. those dealing with the individuals understanding of assigned or imposed
tasks and how they perceive the importance of those tasks in the overall orga-
nizational mission, those dealing with perceived obstacles to task accomplish-
ment. those dealing w oh how indit !duals believe that their task performance
could he enhanced through organizational initiative, and those dealing with
specific tranung and education to enhance present skills and develop new

The work life environmental asse,,ment is more than an instrument It is
plOk t's that customize, the assessment and gn es the organization ,111

role in learnmg how to capture data that can be used for training and devel-
opment I he data are then analyzed ht the college repiesentative ho i facil
noting the process I hex JR' anal zed h the oiganizations repie,entatn es
logethei ilie me up the ionit evaluation that include, the c au,e-and-eflect

anal% sis

\\ hen data are gathered (torn a U. Ide cro,, section where mptu was
eni ouraged the c ommttment to ili nuiiioti\c- that we then tecommended w ill
be much 1.11 c.itet Inman\ c, Ina\ ot ma\ not call lot naming and IIIt I ILL lion

onlI1,11Th unit1 h Meet titin"din,2 iii hild t.ale ,Iko ht.
Intik
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Use of Information

Whatever the outcome, the use of the information is critical Frequently, if
training is Indicated, the formation of an in-house team is recommended. The
team then recommends action steps. Team memhership should include indi-
viduals from all across the organization. The group's task is fourfold: t 11 to
specify training requirements and approve the training plan based on present
and future assessments, t21 to communicate the training initiatives across the
organization. 3) to provide ongoing evaluation of the training, and t41 to moti-
vate participants through recognition and other incentive systems.

.lhe facilitator or an assigned member of the gmup collects the data on flip
charts. The data are transcribed and copies are given tc each group member.
Again, it is important to remember that the data are confidential and that the
information must remain in the group until it has been eclifted reviewed, and
documented in a format previously agreed on.

T)picall the data are presented as percentages of responses to the various
questions As an example. the responses to a question dealing with obstacles
to task performance may include physical plant obstacles, equipment <oncerns.
superytsory concerns, or concerns about performance processes The report
would include the percentage of responses in each of these categories. With
the approval of the group, a sample of aetual responses would also he
included

Assessing Company Culture

Other piocesses uscd to assess organizational climate include vanous surveys
that can he designed and customized to the spe<ifie environment hese n stru-
ments can measure a \ anet) ol climate issues hy assessing employee percep-
tions on training and education, skill levels, as well as general cultural concerns
such as work ethic , approaches to problem sol \ mg in the \N. orkplace team
building, and learning st\ les Company culture can he assessed as broadly or
cross-sec nonalk as the educator and the ca mpam desire As part of a ell:,-
tomizcd education plan. the culture isse,snu-nt ol a company ields valuable
information th,.t can inform the process of developing a successful lompany
ediR anon plan

Specific Assessment Tools

A ultimmi 1,-.essmein tool plo,. ult . a template cii gathering hat I:giound liiioi
inai ion cii cilipali\ culture It Ilk ludcs compam and emplta cc deriograph-
i, s \\ cdlit anon lc\ el and diii, iii on .md training invoht meill .

loh ompot ii ic and so on (inn al information Iii the design oi an
ccliii ma,,n and plan in an\ organization .V.I,litionalk the tool --.hould
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he designed to provide the education provider with a list of tasks and respon-
sible persons to consider as each step of the assessment process is undertaken.

The voluntary education survey is a more detailed instrument designed to
measure particular environmental factors in a specific workplace, a list that is
changed or customized to accommodate each environment and appropriately
reflect the issues or concerns that the education provider and the company
agree are critical to the development of a companywide education plan. Tab-
ulated results -ire analyzed to indicate level of agreement or disagreement and,
as such, constitute a self-assessment of environmental factors by employees.

Employees are asked to mark a survey tool using a continuum stating
whether they strongly agree. agree. disagree, or strongly disagree with a vari-
ety of statements. all of which relate to their needs, values, perceptions, and
interactions on the lob Some of the statements have to do k%ith fellow work-
ers and the respondents interactions with them.

The topics of other statements may include personal education and career
goals as well cis personal values (for example. 1 know where I want to be five
years from now-1. learn work and problem solving are other aspects of envi-
ronmental culture that the survey can examine tfor example, -Before a solu-
tion to a problem is chosen my fellow workers discuss the pros and cons of
several solutions- Statements about individual initiative and its encourage-
ment by the compan tpically are included dor example "I have ideas about
how to solve problems my fellow workers face-. The perception of autonomy
can be addressed with several statements tfor example, -I like to do things mv
own wat as can individuals notions about work ethic (for example, -Work
is satisfying to me.. Elie quality of work I do is meaningful to me.- and
"\\Orking hard is impoitant to me- Values also can be examined in the tool
(for example. .Honesiv is omeihing I value. I work onl for a paycheck.
and Its impoi tam for me to feel appreciated at w ork-

I.earning stvles are also included in a climate survey dor example. I learn
best by readmg instructions. and I prefer to learn new skills h uc.hitig oth-
ers. Perceived attitude of the company about education and career goals is
also recorded for example. -\\.e have a formal process for career planning- and

compant tries to increase employee know ledge and lob \

Summar) of Results

I he iesults of a compiela nsit e \ nonmental suit et should be summarized
u-mg peicc ntages and all odici acct. pted piactices ol conlick nnalut I he ques
lions should he t.atcgol L:ed b( the facitc1:, meastued IN example. \\oi k ethic
icisponses I he repot t licctilc.f contain a bile, narrant c t hat sunun,uizes the
qualiht (I i espon,t s

,c'-'-c."-iii In 1.111111,11 lIIIc,tic Of iii oigani.adon as a hist "ic.ji. 0.111l..1
ion riot ntial I,ast lni itiloimati,m about an oieailLanon
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and hence provide a guide for more skills-specific assessment, curriculum
development, delivery, and evaluation A work life environmental assessment
is an excellent way to begm'a custonnzed training project lt affords the train-
ers and the company a means to determine need and a way to plan the
response to that need A customized assessment can lead to a well-designed
customized training project

\ .1 I 11 (...:1 IS \ (phi ,o, ,11
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Intimations in nontrwlitional customized training will continue to
transform the entrepreneurial enterprise of commUnity colleges. In
the process. the training patterns of the institutions will change as
well.

New Frontiers: Nontraditional
Customized Training
Cary / . Israel

Yesterday. a hiltlIk'.-:-A1oman was negotiating an agreement \\ 11.11 Libre. iliL . Iii
Madrid that \\ ill allow het compan to establish a market presence in 'Tam.
It was eNcning, to appl \ the ilantsli she learned in the course l)oing Rusine,s
Ill vantsh-:speakIng ounti les Ioday, she will be in Kuwait to explore then
ustom, belt qe deckling \\ 'tether her corporatton ,hould do business in that

country !-,he does not want to make the mistake that a compam made last eat
when it sent It\ e hundred pounds of poi I. to sc;eral Fuwani restaurants Mus-
lims gent rall \ do not eat poll:I

I hese events all happened b..\ working \\ 1111 hel lot. ii Lommunlk college.
I sing \ mual lealtt technology. she practiced making busmess decisions before
the\ tualk happened lint! can be Immo sed In It. illittle md en\ ironment

ithout e\ cr\ stepping loot Into that societ \ !Mistakes can occur w idiom los-
ing business

I Ins Is t c \ample of the liev hilnlier that lie Illild in nontradmonal
instornized training \With_ uh ut ii.N01111;cd training packages w fl expand
beyond the frontlet, of the clas,toom and. thiough tec hnologv lIt. h
icaht tt.at.h into nncinational mai ketplaccl- to pro\ tcle trammg that w ill max
Inu:e oppottuninc,- for Intel !Loh tnal bu,nic

bonnets ale ralci\ de\ el,,ped b.\ 1 sltlilt ltidi\ idual gitlier. ilie -. ale
often the pioducts of VI1011 And 7-, It is \\ ith the lu e nontia
&tonal ustomi:ed naming tittilleis dc tibed in thi 11,1plet I .111 1«11111(

\ lopmt in of a pal Int I-hip in ont lonn o! anodic! In tit.lci to a,
rIt '11'1 I" .il ''tIttilIttI "I)Ultlt 1)11'1

II - 111 III, 11'1111111111M .11 1,11Ca 1111 111'1 hn'Ill11.1 01 111111,111\ t i \a111114 11,00.
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instructional design centers can maximize training quality In the third fron-
tier, a case is made for building a sense of community and service across gen-
eranons. Modernization and transformation of business and industry through
partnering with business and industry is the subject of the fourth frontier. The
fifth describes the utilization and training of older workers, an important
resource for business, education, and the community.

Front:er 1: Creating Consortia

In the last decade of this century it will be necessary, because of limited
resources and the explosion of knowledge, for community colleges to develop

more effective training systems. By using the consortium concept. a more effi-

cient and effective approach to customized training can be provided. Consor-
tia allow for a pooling of a variety of resources. Financial and human resources,

technical expertise. and other elements combine to improve the quality and

scope of the project. The activities or a consortium, if structured properly, will
eliminate duplicative efforts and will lead to cost savings. While this concept
requires shared decision making on items such as marketing. contracts, cur-
ricula, class size, and entrance requirements, these challenges are not insur-
mountable and, in fact, can result in the kind of benefits gained through
teamwork and networking. Consortia should be and are being developed now

within our progressive colleges. Departments arc working together and bound-

aries are evaporating in order to improve the education ol our students. Inter-
disciplinary curricula, team and concert teaching, and a blending of credit and

customized training now occur as the norm.
Consortia should be developed outside the college as well. For example,

many community colleges are delivering training to small- and medium-size
businesses engaged in manufacturing. Would it not make more sense to
develop a manufacturing consortium composed of community colleges,

research universities, and business and industry training centers to ensure a
comprehensive approach? The consortium would enable businesses to better

understand and implement new manufacturing technologies and management
techniques to compete in the global marketplace. It could help businesses with

technology transfer and commercialization of their products. A training con-
sortium could select the best customized training to help the employees
become technically competent, develop rigorous quality tactics, and reduce or

eliminate scrap.
Community colleges tend to worry about our own market penetration and

who crosses our borders We have become very territorial within our institu
nons and within our districts Why? It would make more sense to compete

I at in «impetete. -to strive together for-) and increase our markets rather than

try to meet all the needs regardless of our competencies, capacities, and
resources \\ e could ci caw a stellar computer-integrated manulaounng cell

cc ithout walls Individual modules could be developed and delivered at chi-

s 7
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ferent sites. Instead of developing a limited training manufacturing program,
we could develop an extensive module that would be integrated with the other
modules c ffered hy the other organizations.

Thus, a manufacturing plant located in an urban or a rural setting could
receive customized training through a regional consortium. Likewise, new and
small businesses could access contemporaty ideas, resources, marketing strate-
gies, and standards and regulations. _o.. 11a.,orative models such as these will
provide diverse training opportunities for our work force that will enable us
to compete in the global marketplace.

Some of the challenges facing businesses today arc 1-1 Iw.-ier they arc capa-
ble of meeting their technology needs, developing innovative products for
global markets, keeping pace with their competitors, maintaining a vibrant
work force, solving manufacturing problems that affect productivity, and a
myriad of other issues. Simila4 community colleges have the same type of
demands. We must respond quickly to the needs of our communities, invest
more heavily in acquiring appropriate educational technology, and develop and
integrate new systems :o ensure cost-effectiveness and quality outcomes.
Accordingly, we should link up and create consortia to solve our mutual prob-
lems. We truly will become community colleges rather than colleges in a com-
munity.

Frontier 2: Instructional Design Centers
for Knowledge Choreographers

The components of customized trainingthe learner, the learning process, and
the subjects to be learnedare constantly changing. All of them affect the
instructor in the teaching and learning process. To accommodate all of the
changes and deliver a customized product that is high quality, state-of-the-art,
and just-in-time to business, industry, and government tBlG), instructors must
become knowledge Jtorcographcrs.

Just as other types of choreographers must set the stage and orchestrate
precise movements, so too instructors must orchestrate the learning process.
They must make important decisions on the scope. pattern, and frequency of
the information that must be conveyed from a vast quantity of knowledge.
They must employ the available technology, whether interactive video systems,
telecommunkations, computer-aided instruction, virtual reality, or a mixture
thereof. It is. indeed, a challenging but rewarding undertaking.

Customized trainers should establish lust/lit noncil dcsign «liters to foster
effective training and educate these new knowledge choreographers. Fhese
teaching-learning-research centers should be available to BIG on a contrat
basis !hese centers should be able to respond rapidly to the design. develop-
ment, and implementation of programs to accommodate BIG needs.

I he piohlem lot some institutions is that the Lik.k the expo tise and
resources needed to deliver state-ol-the-art educat ion choreographed to the
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customers needs on a regular, or even occasional, basis. The formation of
regional instructional design centers would enable them to deliver customized
education in a timely state-of-the-art fashion without the large investment.
Such centers could not only foster effective training for ZIG but also be avail-
able to assist credit programs as well as customized training programs ol col-
leges that partic1paie.

Colleges that develop as instructional design centers could provide assis-
tance through technological link-up or on-site consultation to fellow colleges
as well as to their own students and faculty (and BIG). The teaching-learning
process would constantly be researched and developed, including all of those
components of customized (and credit) education that are constantly chang-
ing: the learner, the learning process (including all aailable technology), and
the subjects to be learned. Knowledge choreographers would only be strength-
ened by orchestrating their work with instructional design centers.

One may argue that our resources are limited and that we should not
establish such centers. But it may be detrimental if we do not! Massive restruc-
turing is occurring throughout our society. We must be ready, able, and pre-
pared if we are to improve our accountability. Resource reallocation and
prioritization of mission will allow the thoughtful development of the teaching-
learning-research centers. These centers not only should be available to BIG
but should also he adequately staffed to accommodate the credit programs at
the colleges. The community benefits, the colleges benefit, and, more impor-
tant. the employee or student profits.

Frontier 3: Intergenerational Service Learning Programs

In Building Communities: A l'ision Jot Ci New Century, the Commission on the
Future of Community Colleges (1Q88) called for action to strengthen our com-
munities. We must commence with the building ol communities but also \\
must realize that intergenerational service programs will allow us to recapture
the spirit of community. Intergenerational programs arc defined as activities
that bring old and young together for their mutual benefit (Angelis, IN()).
"1 lundreds. perhaps thousands, of mtergenerational programs have been ini-
tiated. including chikl and adult day care centers. elementary and secondary
schools, youth shelters, colleges and universities, senior centers, senior resi-
dences, hospitals. nursing homes, and foster care homes- (Ventura-Markel. Lie-
dermal). and Ossolsky, 1989, p 174).

However. we are just beginning to understand and develop programs
designed to strengthen the connections across generations that once existed
lorty or filt years ago. As our country's infrastructure has crumbled over the
last thirty :ears, and generations have stopped living in lose proximnv, it
scems as if om commullitics also have detenorated Yet. we continue to adhere
to past conventional k% isdom

For instance, when we enter a record store at our local mall it is interest-

SI)
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ing to see that there arc no records in the record store. We find compact disks
and tapes but no records. Why do we still refer to them as record stores? Sim-
ilarly, we can observe that senior centers, senior residences, hospitals, and gro-
cery stores are not located on community college campuses. Why not? Maybe
because of antiquated zoning laws or because that is how we have envisioned
our colleges. We develop wonderful learning communities but we leave out
the intergenerational concept. In fact, wc must usually import the seniors to
our campuses.

Customized trainers can help forge new ground by formulating new pro-
grams that address our social problems and that develop safety nets for our cit-
izens. We have been reluctant to enter into such social programs because of
limited funds and our adherence to our traditional mission. Our diffidence
must come to an end. The 1990s will see a resurgence of community services
and initiatives to strengthen families, communities, and our educational sys-
tems. The process has already begun. and it will proceed with lightning speed.

Our community colleges should be at the forefront of this movement. We
should create intergenerational campuses, and we should come together to
develop community strategies Our institutional plans should meet commu-
nity needs and reflect the values, traditions, and diversity of thc surrounding
areas. By coming together. xc e can provide critical information about employ-
ment. AIDS. child care elder care, nutrition and wellness, and much more.
Again, our approach is often too fragmented. For example. we use the Senior
Corps of Retired Executives to help develop business plans for our new small
businesses. Do we ever survey these volunteers to obtain information about
their other interests in relation to college endeavors? Are we making opumum
use of the talents of retired faculty by creating a col ps of faculty emeriti or uti-
lizing retired groundskeepers to sh ,w us efficient conservation methods? Prob-
ably not, but we should begin

In future campus master plans, We may want the community services and
customized training department to help build a "true- community college cam-
pus. The campus could include residential apartments lk here seniors and stu-
dents reside. where day-care centers thrive because of senior volunteers, where
senior mentors can prepare us for future challenges, where retired faculty can
help establish effective teaching strategies. and where we all can roam and
emov our surroundings alter attending a multitude of cultural events.

Frontier 4: Quality and NI odernization
of the United States

chnology development and new business suategies have altered how we
conduct business and interact h Our customers American business needs
to incorporate Foul Quality Nlatiagement IQM 1 and 0000 standaids, and
to modernize and convert I o high-quality performance en\ ironments

I QM is being Inc olporated into III,111.1.p.'111011 \ 11;111:, mound the globe
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TQM focuses on change as a natural part of the organizational system. Addi-

tionally. TQM provides for increased employee visibility and authority and bet-

ter performance accountability. Our colleges are being asked regularly to

provide TQM training for BIG. The demands will increase while we go through

this major restructuring or technological evolution.

The quality movement compelled the International Organization for Stan-

dardization 050 is the European abbreviation) to create ISO 9000, which is a

series of standards that a company can use to set up a quality management sys-

tem. The object of ISO 9000 is to promote the development of standardization

with a view toward facilitating international exchange of goods and services

and developing cooperation in intellectual, scientific. technological, and eco-

nomic activities. The standards are generic, not specific to any particular prod-

uct or service industry, and can be used by manufacturing and service

companies alike. These standards were developed to maintain an efficient and

competitive quality system for business.
The ISO 9000 series consists of five separate quality system models: ISO

9000. 9001, 9002, 9003, and 9004, from which companies select the model

or models that apply to their products or services. It is an integrated system

linking various company processes into one system. For example, a quality

program may call for the use of statistical process control techniques in man-

ufacturing. quality cost accounting in operations, and design reviews in engi-

neering. ISO 9000 combines all these different programs into one overall

standard system. There are well-documented reasons to implement an ISO

9000 system, such as internal improvement, market positioning, supplier con-

trol. and customer or regulatory requirements.

An increasing number of companies and organizations are becoming

involved in today's global economy, and 150 regulations are going to affect

them The list of products affected continues to grow and includes items such

as toys, simple pressure vessels, implantable medical devices, construction

products. machinery, and telecommunications equipment.

I. the banner of modernization and conversion, there is a fully col-

laborative governmentwide effort called the Thchnology Reinvestment Project.

This initiative seeks to stimulate the transition to a growing, integrated,

national industrial capability to provide the most advanced, affordable military

systems and the most competitive commercial products. It also intends to cre-

ate johs in the long term by convening defense manulactunng systems to com-

mercial product development Commtmit colleges will be participating in the

area ol manufacturing education and training. We will help desig.1 "teaching

factories and we should integrate appreinceship and teclmology-preparanon

models into this oik e pt 1."nder liroad category. we will retrain the man-

tilactonng ork loice. develop manufacturing education coalitions, and estab-

lish manufacturing technology and outreach centet.:-, I oc us areas will be health

(ale ic. hnolop. training and instructional technology, vehicle and aeronauti-

cal teelmologics. matenals and strut. lures ni,inulac tuung. mechanical and eke-
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Ironies design and manufacturing, and information infrastructure. The oppor-
tuniues are ripe for customized training in the enure fiekl of modernization
and conversion.

Frontier 5: Utilizing Older Workers

The principles and philosophies surrounding education and training for our
community college students are especially important to older workers.
Advances in technology, workplace modernization, and the accompanying
demands for a highly skilled work force make thc training of older workers a
vital part of the community college mission. The 1989 Louis Harris survey
found that 37 percent of people between the ages of fifty and sixty-four who
were currently employed wanted to continue to work past the normal time of
retirement if their employers would train them for new positions The survey
also foun taat ) percent of people age fifty to sixty-four who were retired
would have accepted retraining by their last employers in order to continue
working (Harris Poll. 1989).

Older workers have not lost then- ability to perform- they are simply in
danger of becoming victims of a rapidly changing global economy and the rip-
ples of that new economy on job skills. The U.S. Department of 1.abor esti-
mates that by the year 2000 a worker will change careers three times and
change jobs at least seven times. There will he an urgent need to retrain work-
ers as they move from one job to another (Commission on the Future of Com-
munit \ Colleges. 1988) We have all realized that lifelong learning is a
necessity and that eventually everyone becomes an older worker. It is not in
our best interest to waste the talent and expertise of this important sector.

According to the ensus Bureau. among available workers the per-
centage who arc twenty-live to thirty-four years of age is projected to drop
from 19 percem to lo percent in the year 2000, and the proportion of .avail-
able workers age forty-five to fifty-four \vill increase from 10 percent to lc\ per-
cent a..s. Bureau ot the Census, 1g83). Thus, older worker retraining is an
important new direction for higher education, lor our nation, and for the
countless number of older workers who want to maintain then- productivity
and their contrIbutions

Conclusion

1 here will be ample opport unit les for customized naming activities in the
future \\C should not be timid about redesigning the entire academy Are we
not. in fact, pursuing that cut repreneunal spint on our campuses) loo often.
those in\ ol \ cd agonize about then toles at the collegc 1 he health ol commu-
nity colleges in the future w ill be determined by how well all oi Us i.ollakolaic
and ev. hange ideas c)tu tommuntues \\ tll be iebotn onk if we take bold -4(41,
to change patterns that no longer work

1 2
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As we approach the last decade of this century and move into the second
millennium, it is incumbent that we remember the past. History does indeed
repeat itself. In the period 993-998 before the first millennium, there were
famines and wars throughout the world, religion had lost its efficacy educa-
tional systems were under attack, lawlessness and corruption abounded, and
there was a widening gap between the nobility and the poor. This time period
was known as the "years of darkness and despair.- It was a common belief that
the world would come to an end in the year 999.

In 1993, we too have famines and wars, our educational systems are under
attack, poverty is increasing as is unemployment, and there is a widening gap
between rich and poor. The world, of course, did not end in the Year 999, and
in fact a pehod after 1000 was known as the "hopeful years.- We make history.
and all of us must ensure that. customized training permits all ol us to have
hopeful years as we proceed toward the year 2000 and beyond.
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This annotated bibliography lists ERIC documents on customized
contract training. including an Overview with analyses of one
national survey and one Colorado statewide survey, and provides a
section on planning, pnimoting, managing. and evaluating
customized education pwgrams and a section on building
partnerships between colleges and their communities.

Sources and Information:
Customized Training in the
Community Colleges

David Dcckelbaum

nu:, volume explores the custonnzed contract training being offered 1. two-
ear institutions ot higher education. Fmphasis is placed on continual assess-

ment of the needs of business. industry, labor, and government entities so that
meaningful partnerships can be formed to ensure that programs meet current
workplace demands and also to plan for future economic requirements

1 he following t nations relkct the current ERIC literature on customized
e.ontract training in the community college. Mo:-,1 FRI( documents can be
viewed on microfiche at apprommatelv nme hundred libraries worldwide In
addition, most can be ordeied on microfiche or in paper copy from the I:Rlt
Document Reproduction Service at 18001 441-FRIC

An Overview of Customized Contract Education and
Analyses of a National Survey and a Statewide Survey

several surveys examine the status and practices of community college imolve-
nient iti economic Alivilie!, and laboi force development through relationships

ith c'oernal organization,

Kantor. s I Mo.( "cct vi( es me riusmcv,,,, Deli\c,cd k colowdo community

lege. Denvei olorado onumumv ollege and Oct upanonal rdutzttion Sys-
tem. 1001 41 PP tFl 141011)

A !-Ialoside stuvev was condtkted to dok ument ail,' anal\ ze the vat let,: of
duco s.i kcs to businesses and Indust iv pi ovided by t oloi ado s fifteen
ommunit \ colleges At ca. Ii ,ollcge. the piesident and du indis idual ii. -.pon.
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sible for direct instructional services to business participated in both a survey
questionnaire and a personal interview. The findings, based on returns from
fourteen colleges, include the following: (11 Colorado community colleges
customized their direct services to business over 50 percent of the time, com-
pared to national figures indicating that over 50 percent of business services
by community colleges were modified or off-the-shelf versions of regular
course offerings; (2) 50.6 percent of the courses offered focused on job-
specific vocational skills; (3) the highest volume of instructional services was
concentrated in eight colleges where economic conditions were strong and the
population sizes were large, whereas noninstructional services were spread
evenly among the community colleges around the state: (41 more employers
purchased noninstructional services, such as customized small business ser-
vices, than instructional services; and (51state economic initiatives accounted
for 17 percent of the employees receiving customized training. The study
report includes a list of recommendations. reflections on the future missions
of community colleges, and statistical data on study findings.

Lynch, R., Palmer. J. C., and Grubb, \V N. Community College Involvement in
Contract Training wid Other aonomic Development Activities. Washington, D.C.:
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges; Berkeley: National
Center for Research in Vocational Education, University of California, Berke-
ley., 1991. 66 pp. (ED 339 4341 (Available from the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education Materials Distrihution Service. Western Illi-
nois University, 46 Horrabin Hall. Macomb, IL 61455.1

In 1989-1990. a national survey was conducted to assess the Sc ope and
nature of contract training and other economic development activities at corn-
numity colleges and technical institutes. The survey was sent to a random sam-
ple of 246 community colleges. requesting information on the colleges' work
force and economic development activities in 1988-1989. Malor findings,
based on a 72 percent response rate, include the following: (11 The maionty
(94 percent 1 ol the public community colleges in the sample offered at lea:a
one course on a contract basis to public or private employers; (21 most col-
leges had relatively modest contract education programs, with 50 as the
median nurnber of courses offered, 919 as the median number of students
enrolled, and 24 as the median number ol employer clients served:13) fre-
quently offered contract courses dealt with job-specific skills, basic reading,
writing, and mathematics skills, and miscellaneous courses, (41 on average.
private firms comprised approximately 70 percent of the employer clients
sci ved by community college contract education programs; 15) on average. 61
pet cent ol loh-spcc Mc courses offered were developed jointly by the c olleges
and their clients, (6) employers provided the largest share ol revenues needed
to support ontract education, followed by subsidies Irom state and local gov-
ernments, and Ci1appioximatelv 80 percent ol the public (onmlunny. techni-
cal, and iumor Lolleges received funds through the Vocational Education Act.

1 . 5
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approximately 50 percent received Job Training Partnership Act funds.
and approximately 50 percent re2cived funds from other state, local, and fed-
eral agencies that support business assistance programs or vocational training.
Data tables and the survey instrument are Included.

Planning, Promoting, Managing, and Evaluating
Customized Education
A suecessful program devoted to providing customized training services
requires up-to-date information on local economic needs as well as national
and global trends. Services must be developed, promoted, and evaluated on
their ability to meet client needs as well as on the extent to which they reflect
institutional objectives. goals, and mission.;.

Bragg, D. D., and Jacobs, J. A Conceptual Ftconewot for Evaluating Community
College Customized Training Programs. Berkeley: National Center for Research
in Vocational Education, University of Califoritia. Berkeley. 1.901. 50 pp. (ED

338 8061 (Available from the National Center for Research in Vocational Edu-
cation Materials Distribution Service, Western Illinois University, -to Horrabin
Hall, Macomb, 11. 01455 (order no. MDS-175(

This project developed an operational definition of and designed a con-
ceptual framework for evaluating customized training programs offered b)
two-year postsecondary education institutions. The definition specifies that
customized training requires the following: contracts, payments. relationships
to economic development strategies. delivery of training designed to improve
work force competencies. and adaptatioti to the needs of external clients. Four
categories further differentiate training approaehes: custom-designed courses.
modification of courses, alternative delivery of courses, and courses for special
populations. rhe framework contains sets of variables that describe the con-
text for customized training. The variables reflect characteristics of employees
and employers. Institutions, communities, and states that affect how cus-
tomized training is conducted. The process identifies the client needs and pro-
ceeds through the subprocesses of negotiation, job analysis. instructional
design. nnplementat ion, program evaluation, and administration.

Deegan. W 1 Nlanaging Conti cic I troi:trn,g Vi ogi inns. hopess and nopiKok. Insti-

tute for Studies in I ligher Education Policy Paper No 2 lallahassee: Institute
for studies in Higher Education. Florida State University. 1088 27 pp
(1.1) 204 010)

An oer\rew is provided of c.omicalnit\ college involvement in lob train
mg tor industry on a c ontrac t basis Pal t One provides bac kgiounel on the
changing role ol community colleges and the intioduetion of olurac t tratnmg
as a mcans of ,iddiessing the gime trig need ol oiganLations to Irani and It-train

sl.111 1',111 ho offers A national percpck live on the boom in llaillInt; and
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development, indicating that only 57 percent of all employee training pro-
grams are provided in-house and listing the types of education and nonschool
organizations offering the other 43 percent of employee training. This section
also considers statewide efforts to address economic development needs. Part
Three presents a national profile of contract training in commnity colleges,
using survey data to examine the organizational structures needed to deliver
contract training, trends related to program sites and the college-credit status
of courses, types of contract clients, problems, benefits, and perceptions ol the
future of contract training. Part Four discusses issues in the management of
contract training programs. including program organization, planning, finance.
and evaluation. Finally. Part Five identifies policy issues related to the estab-
lishment of separate business institutes, the goals and limits of a center for con-
tract training, separate advisory structures for representatives from business
and the college, staffing needs, and financial policies.

Shubird. E. Developing Slim i-Tain Maining Progrom;. Montgomery: Alabama
State Department of Education. Division of Vocational Education Services,
1QQ0. 3! pp. (ED 331 9701

This manual offers guidelines for vocational educators who want to
develop and conduct short-term training programs fo. ousiness and industry
The guide is organized into six chapters. Chapter One reviews opportunities
in short-term training, discusses commonly applied principles of competency-
based training, and suggests a practical model for developing short-term training
The next five chapters are based on the five steps of the model: determining
training needs, specik ing training ohiectives, developing a perlormance
evaluation system, ch.% eloping the training plan. and developing perfor-
mance guides. Examples and checklists are provided throughout the chap-
ters. Two appendices offer a performance guide lor short-term training de-
velopment and a lour-part outhiv: for conducting short-term interactive
training.

Creating Partnerships with the Community, Business,
Industry, Government, and Labor Organizations

collaboration between custom training s,a.vice providers and their clients. from
the pl,mnmg stages through program evalnation, is esschnal in order to main-
tain k ourse relevance and quality.

Grubb, \V N The Developing Vot ononol Fduionon and 'binning "Systerri: Ptu

Mt'? Ond tiNtonnzed Itaining Reprint series Berkeley: National t. enter for
Rescan. h in \ oc ional Education. I 'nivcr ahloi ma. Berkeley, I (-1 24
pp (ED 129 (180) (Available from the National Center tor Research in Voca-
tional Education Materials Distribution ',erc , -lb I fill whin I hill. \Vt--aci ii Illi-
nois Universny. \lac omb. II b I 45S loider no m Ds,2 101 t
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One legacy of the United States' emphasis on individualism is a system of
vocational education disconnected from employers. Collaboration is an
attempt to replace hostility with closer relations between the public and pri-
vate sectors. The movement for partnerships comes as the "system- of work-
related education and training is becoming increasingly complex clue to
institutional expansion, dissatisfaction with components of thc system, and the
discovery of new needs. Customized training is one particular kind of part-
nership between employers and public education arid training institutions.
Advantages to vocational institutions include the connection with employers,
vocational programs kept current by firms contributions of equipment, new
opportunities for combining general and specific training, and a placement
mechanism. Drawbacks to customized training include shifts in employment.
potential bias in the composition of trainees, and narrow vocationahsm. An
analysis of some customized training programs shows that many programs
have the potential for exploiting their strengths. The implications are that cus-
tomized t raining should be more systematically evaluated, states and the fed-
eral government should ensure that economic development efforts do not
merely reallocate existing employment . and vocational education should be
targeted to businesses that might expand employment and production.

limes. T. E. "Creative Alliances with the Business Community: Piina Commu-
nity College.- Paper presented at the annual international conference on lead-
ership development of the League lor Innovation in the community ColLge.
"Leadership 2000.- San Francisco, fuR I gQ0. 10 pp. tED 322 Q58)

Pima Community ( ollege cPC.I...1 in Incson is involved in a number ol cre-
ative alliances with the Arizona business community. mcluding the Arizona
Consortium lor Education and framing and the Arizona State Environmental
Technical Training Center tASETT) Through the C:onsortium for Education.
PCC. in eoniunction with Arizona's lour-year colleges. provides specific tech-
nical trammg required hy participating businesses and firms in the area.
'Monthly meetings between member businesses and colleges are devoted to dis-
cussing new. ongoing, and needed programs and services l'he consortium is
el fective because it is informal, open to any organization. and place!, limited
demands on members ASETT is one of approximately forty regional centers
sponsored by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Me academic com-
ponent of the prt)gram focuses on water treatment and distribution. wastewater
neaiment and collet non, uid hazaRlou-t mammal, mid solid wa,,tc. Students
can earn one-year advanced certificates or an associates degree m applied

ience ASFTT provides the business community with statew ide technical
seminars and «,ntract training Entollments in the academic prop am have
grown lw more than 1 28 percent tw a the past three ears I he success ol these
t ()liege -business programs is attributable to the lact the Pc t. is doing what
ommunik t ()lieges do w ell teat lung. t Ul ulum. and m elated cduc ational

ai ea, An attat hment provides brief outlines ol these and othei piogiams
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linking PCC with the business community and includes 1he names of contact
persons.

Phelps, L. A., Brandenburg, D. C., and Jacobs, J. The UAW Joint Funds: Oppor-
tunities (Ind Dilemmas jot Postsecondary Vocational Educcuion. Berkeley: National
Center for Research in \Alcational Education, University of California. Berke-
ley, 1990. 45 pp. (ED 328 765) (Available from the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education Materials Distribution Service, 46 Horrabin
Hall, Western Illinois University, Macomb, IL 61455 (order no. MDS-1191.)

This study examined the impact that the United Auto Workers (UAW)
Joint Funds programs, established in the early 1980s, have had on the policies
and practices of select community colleges in the Midwest. Each of the three
UAW Joint Funds programs (Ford, General Motors, and Chrysler) offers a wide
array of special programs to active and inactive workers. Study data were col-
lected through interviews with college presidents and program representatives.
site visits, and reviews of case studies. Information Nvas received from eight
community colleges in Illinois and Michigan that had worked closely with the
UAW Joint Funds programs for the prior three years. The study found that the
UAW Joint Funds programs have extended a new model for industrial rela-
tions that emphasizes concern for human resources development. The exis-
tence of the joint funds has enhanced the direct involvement of the community
colleges in providing customized training programs and courses. The varied
programs provided in the plants also directly reflected and supported the broad
mission of the community colleges. However, the colleges broader view o!
educational planning operated in only a limited way in the programs. Th,'
short-term needs or timetables of the programs sometimes conflicted with the
community colleges' ability to respond. Little research exists with which to
evaluate the programs. Recommendations were mak for improving the
accountability of the programs.

11:11 jp DH, f0-1 L. \I Is te,e/ st'/Vk Cs (00/th/knOt at the 1-.10( ( Iett/M,1_:hottse om.
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